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along, accompanied by Dick Snare ’33.
GAA Receptionist “Sue” Buchanan registers
“Ray” Couture ’51 and “Biv” Holmes ’32 take 
time out for a coke “The Maine Way” entertainers lead the 
final song
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Citation for Service
in honor of
Kenneth F, Woodbury ’24
President, 1969-1971
General Alumni Association
University of Maine at Orono
June 12, 1971
read by Ralph L. (“Woody”) Hodgkins, 
Jr. 59 al the annual meeting of the Gen­
eral Alumni Association.
A Tribute to a Retiring
For many men retirement consists of 
rest, relaxation, and self-indulgence. 
We see this pattern developing every 
day. During the past seven years, 
however, those of us active in the 
Alumni Council have watched a man 
do anything but follow this pattern. 
The man who is retiring as your Gen­
eral Alumni Association President, re­
tired in 1961 from an active and suc­
cessful career in all areas of educa­
tion—from high school teacher, athletic 
coach to Assistant Commissioner of 
Education, Division of Business and 
Finance for the State of New Jersey.
Upon retirement from his chosen 
profession, he promptly went to work 
for the University of Maine and the 
citizens of Maine as a volunteer.
In 1965, while the General Alumni 
Association searched for a man to 
take the job of Assistant Executive Di­
rector, Ken Woodbury volunteered to 
work full time in that capacity. And 
did he work! So well, in fact, that the 
following year he was named as 
Chairman of the Annual Alumni Fund 
Committee and for two years guided 
its activities to new record highs in 
giving and improved organization.
In 1967 he was elected First Vice 
President of the Association and in 
1969 was elected President. Having
President
joined the Council in 1966, he now 
completes his seventh year as Maine's 
most active alumnus.
In addition to work with the Orono 
organization, he is past president of 
the Cumberland County Alumni Asso­
ciation, a past member of the Black 
Bear Award Committee, and was pre­
sented the Block "M" Award in 1966 
for his outstanding service to the Uni­
versity of Maine and the General 
Alumni Association. Those of us who 
have worked with and for Ken in the 
Alumni Association know — and you 
should know — that he has made a 
great impact on your Alumni Associa­
tion. We are enjoying a relationship 
with the University and with our alum­
ni which I think is better than ever be­
fore, and much of the success of the 
Association in recent years is due to 
Ken's thoughtful, firm and aggressive 
leadership.
Those of us who follow Ken as your 
alumni officers have a very firm, sound 
foundation which he has prepared for 
us to build upon, and as I present this 
University of Maine chair to our re­
tiring President, Ken Woodbury, I hope 
you will all join me in a standing ova­
tion in recognition of his devotion to 
our Alma Mater.
Reunion 1971
For service to the University of Maine through 
the General Alumni Association, from his grad­
uation through to the present time, through the 
ranks as vice president of the Boston Area Alumni 
Association, as a member of the Alumni Council, 
as vice chairman of the annual alumni fund, as 
chairman of the drive, and as first vice president 
and then president of the General Alumni Associ­
ation, Carl A. Whitman '35 was presented the 
1971 Pine Tree Alumni Service Emblem Award 
by Kenneth F. Woodbury '24, president of the 
association, at the Saturday night banquet, June 
12, highlighting this closing event of a memor­
able reunion weekend.
About a thousand alumni, wives, and friends 
turned out for Reunion—1 971. The weather was 
ideal. In an atmosphere of easy relaxation those 
who came back mingled with those who had 
stayed on, and today's students and those of 
many yesterdays became acquainted in claiming 
their common heritage.
Reunion activites began Friday evening with 
class dinners for 1911, 1917, the fifty-year class 
of 1921, the twenty-five-year class of 1946, 
classes of five-year intervals through 1966, and 
the newest one of all, 1969.
The 1921 class celebration featured many sur­
prises. A Block "M" was awarded to Wesley C.
Plumer for his "constant zeal for the welfare of 
this school." An aerial map was presented to 
Stanley Campbell, the class member who came 
from the farthest distance—South Gate, Cali­
fornia. And the class honored its secretary, Mrs. 
Stormont Josselyn (Emilie Kritter) with a special 
award, a gold "M" on an ebony base, inscribed 
to her from the Class of 1921 and presented by 
Roger C. Castle. President Winthrop C. Libby '32 
addressed the class, saying, "College age young 
men and women are the most misunderstood age 
in our society." He explained that students' life 
styles have changed because the life styles of 
society have changed. "Basically, I feel proud of 
the students. They have never let me down." 
President Libby received a surprise gift from the 
class of 1921, a check for $2,100 to use "with no 
strings attached" at his discretion for the univer­
sity.
On Friday night all the classes together relaxed 
at a cabaret-style entertainment in the Memorial 
Gymnasium, with Professor Waldo M. ("Mac") 
Libbey '44 as master of ceremonies. A German 
band, a skit, a magician, a barbershop quartet, 
and solos were spaced by sing-alongs, with Dick 
Snare '33 at the organ, alumni joining in on old, 
not-so-old, and popular songs.
Class meetings were held Saturday morning,
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and at the luncheon President Kenneth Woodbury 
welcomed the full gathering of alumni. A high 
point of the occasion was Dr. Lore A. Rogers '96 
appearing before the alumni to accept the 1908 
Cup, the gift to the reunion class of the 19th cen­
tury having the largest percentage of its members 
registered. His proud speech of acceptance was 
greeted with thunderous applause. Dr. Rogers, 
for whom Rogers Hall is named, was the oldest 
alumnus present at reunion. Mr. (and Mrs.) 
Arthur E. Silver '02 were introduced, and Mr. 
(and Mrs.) William F. Sampson '05, as the second 
and third oldest alumni present.
GAA President Kenneth Woodbury honored 
the retiring faculty members at the luncheon on 
behalf of the association, with Executive Director
Donald M. Stewart '35 citing the contributions 
each had made to the university: Mrs. Florence
E. Dinsmore, presidential secretary emerita; Dr. 
Richard E. Durst, professor emeritus of chemical 
engineering; Dr. A. Douglas Glanville, professor 
emeritus of psychology; Dr. Matthew E. Highlands 
'28, professor emeritus of food science; Miss 
Autice Jardine '53, assistant professor of educa­
tion; Dr. Norris O. Johnson, Maine Bankers As­
sociation professor of finance; Albert D. Nutting 
'27, director emeritus, school of forest resources; 
Dr. Carl Porter-Shirley, professor of education; 
Horace A. Pratt '30, testing engineer emeritus;
Wesley C. Plumer ’21 presents Class of 1921 gift of $2,100 
to President Winthrop C. Libby ’32.
Charles L. Puffer '32, lecturer in education and 
continuing education coordinator; Miss Mary F. 
Reed '29, assistant university librarian emerita; 
Samuel Sezak '31, professor of physical education 
and intramural director; Dr. Mark R. Shibles, 
dean emeritus of education and professor emeri­
tus of education; Dr. J. Franklin Witter, pro­
fessor emeritus of animal pathology; and Dr. 
Stefan R. Zieminski, professor emeritus of chem­
ical engineering. Dr. Lyle C. Jenness, who retired 
in 1 966 to become executive secretary of the Pulp 
and Paper Foundation, was brought back for the 
occasion to be given special recognition, this be­
ing the year when the new chemical engineering 
building will be dedicated as Lyle C. Jenness 
Hall.
The members of the Class of 1921 then came 
forward individually to receive fifty-year certif­
icates from President Libby, much as they must 
have come forward to receive their diplomas 
from President Robert Judson Aley fifty years 
ago.
The GAA annual meeting was held immedi­
ately after the luncheon. New officers were el­
ected for two-year terms: president, Albert M. 
Parker '28 of Port Washington, N. Y.; vice presi­
dent, Ralph L. Hodgkins, Jr. '59 of Auburn; second 
vice president, Mrs. John Ness '32 of Agusta; 
treasurer, Herbert A. Leonard '39 of Orono; and 
clerk, Mrs. Allan G. Stewart '62 of Brunswick. 
Council members elected for three-year terms 
were: Kenneth F. Woodbury '24, Mrs. Lewis B. 
Paine, II '50, Waldo M. Libbey '44, John F. Wilson 
'33, Dennis P. Hogan '71, Leland F. Carter '42, 
Mrs. Alan Merritt '59, Raymond R. Couture '51, 
John R. Dyer '41, Mrs. Vincent Poeppelmeier '40, 
Carl R, Toothaker '39, and Mrs. John J. Turbyne 
'34. Willard C. Farnham '60 was elected to the
------------- ----------------- >
athletic council for a new three-year term.
President Kenneth Woodbury thanked Ralph 
L. ("Woody") Hodgkins '59 for his three-year 
service as chairman of the annual alumni fund.
Dr. Lore A. Rogers '96 receives the 1908 Cup from GAA 
President Kenneth F. Woodbury ’24.
Dr Lawrence Cutlet '28 addresses the audience at the dedication of 
Mark R. Shibles Hall.
Under his leadership the annual alumni gift grew 
from $140,000 in 1969 to $165,000 this year.
At the close of the meeting Mr. Hodgkins, on 
behalf of the General Alumni Association, pre­
sented to retiring president, Kenneth F. Wood­
bury, a University of Maine chair, voicing the 
appreciation of the alumni for his outstanding 
leadership for the past ten years, the last two as 
president of the association.
In the afternoon Mark R. Shibles Hall was 
dedicated at an outdoor ceremony. Professor 
George T. Davis presided, and among those ad­
dressing the guests was GAA President Kenneth
F. Woodbury '24, who brought "greetings to Mark 
Shibles from all of our alumni and especially 
from the Class of 1959—for he is an adopted 
member of that Class." The speaker, Dr. Warren
G. Hill, chancellor for higher education for the 
State of Connecticut, spoke of Dean Shibles as "a 
gentleman, a philosopher, a visionary, a friend, 
and above all, an educator."
Class gifts were presented at the alumni ban­
quet on Saturday night. Howard Bowen '24 led 
the alumni in singing the University Hymn, with 
Dick Snare '33 at the piano. Attendance cups 
were given, the 20th Century Cup to the class 
with the largest percentage of its members re­
gistered, to the class of 1921, with 31.6 percent 
registered; and the 1924 Cup to the class of the 
last thirty years which has the largest percentage 
of its members registered, to 1941, with 7.5 per­
cent registered. Joseph ("Joe") A. McCusker '17 
then sang the Band Song, which he had com­
posed, to the great enjoyment of the audience.
President Libby then presented the check for 
the Distinguished Maine Professor Award, which 
had been announced at Commencement, to As­
sistant Professor of Botany Douglas Alfred Gel­
inas. At the request of the General Alumni Asso­
ciation the process of selection had been refined 
this year by a committee appointed by the pres­
ident of the university, and new guidelines ap­
proved by the Alumni Council. This is the ninth 
year the General Alumni Association has pro­
vided funds for this $1,500 award, and it is the 
first year the award has been granted to a 
member of the college of life sciences and agri­
culture.
Retiring Dean Mark R. Shibles was the speaker 
at the banquet, describing the "Legacy of the 
University" as "a rich inheritance. It will last us 
a lifetime." He described the parts of this legacy 
as 1) the magnitude of the educational task, 2) 
stately mansions to serve educational needs, and 
3) creativity, innovation, and change.
Howard Bowen '24 led the singing of the Stein 
Song, which concluded the official activities of 
the reunion weekend. Sunday special class out­
ings were arranged, winding up a beautiful 
weekend for all.
Even the casual observer would say that 
President Kenneth F. Woodbury of the General 
Alumni Association had reached his stated goal 
in a model weekend, when he said, "If I didn't 
accomplish anything else, I hope that we can 
bring the faculty, the alumni, and the students 
of this institution closer together. I think we are 
moving in this direction."
Excerpts from speech by 
DEAN MARK R. SHIBLES
Higher education at Orono has done an impres­
sive job of meeting the quantitative needs of 
students. It has consistently handled more and 
more students with a continuous decrease in num­
bers of staff and other resources.
• ••••••
Higher education in the 70s must re-define 
its goals, reconstruct its curriculum, and remodel 
its instructional program. It must not undertake to 
serve all the needs of all men.
It can best serve its students if it remains close 
to its central purpose, that of developing man's 
intellect. It is the mission of this institution to de­
velop scholars, competent researchers, intelli­
gent business men and well educated teachers.
From this institution must emerge graduates 
who have perspective and vision which will en­
able them to become creators of a better world 
rather than precision parts of an existing order.
Dr. Douglas A. Gelinas
Distinguished Maine
Professor
CLASS GIFTS
CLASS REUNION GIFT TOTAL TO DATE
Senior Eight $200
Alumni Awards last year $25,661.00
1917 $1,803.00 21,161.44
1921 4,826.63 10,124.55
1926 3,787.00 7,160.00
1931 2,996.50 6,267.83
1936 1,224.23 8,404.89
1941 3,556.08 10,838.42
1946 1,243.75 1,686.40
1951 2,482.00 4,119.10
1956 1,664.24 4,439.17
1961 2,673.54 5,000.00
1966 1,384.50 1,384.50
1969 565.25
1971 2,000.00
These are the contributions, used principally for
Student Aid, that alumni have made by allocations 
to their Class Funds in the Annual Alumni Fund.
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COMMENCEMENT
Beverly J. Andeison, class secretary, and Cynthia (Miller) 
Russell, class tieasuier, prepare for commencement.
Commencement speaker,
Bill Moyeis
President Winthrop C. Libby '32 told the grad­
uating seniors at the 1 42nd commencement of the 
University of Maine at Orono that "improvement 
in the quality of our ordinary lives comes. . . as 
the result of the many small commitments that 
men and women make to themselves, to each 
other, and to their children." Though Senior Class 
President Gregory C. Stevens, former White House 
Press Secretary Bill D. Moyers and President Libby 
each spoke of "the harsh realities of the times" 
from a different perspective, each drew essen­
tially this conclusion of the necessity for individual 
responsibility.
Mr. Stevens spoke of the "crisis in which our 
society rejects the very people it honors," citing 
unemployment as the most acute problem facing 
the graduating seniors. "Among the thousand 
of us who have registered with our office of 
career planning and placement, a mere two hun­
dred of us have found employment."
He spoke of skills learned in college that are 
not now needed in the job market. But he af­
firmed the qualities of life that his class has 
learned from their total college experience, and 
urged his fellow classmates to offer these to soci­
ety. "We have learned, we have had to, some­
thing very fundamental at this institution. We 
have learned to live with those around us. . . . 
Possibly then, we have more to offer our society 
than merely highly developed skill, . . . not the 
knowledge ... so little in demand, but the qual­
ities we have found here, the qualities that will 
always be in great demand." He suggests that the 
need for this year's graduates "exists not in a 
wealthy white suburb, but in places less wealthy,
President Winthrop C. Libby ’32 congratulates Dean Mark 
R. Shibles as he receives his honorary degree.
less white, less suburban. . . . Let us not be the 
graduates who were thrust into making a con­
tribution and refused."
Mr. Moyers, the commencement speaker, high­
lighted today's problems of overpopulation, pov­
erty, and inequitable distribution of the world's 
resources. He spoke of the nations of the world 
spending $200 billion for military security, twen­
ty-five times what they spend for economic and 
social development—the equivalent, he said, of 
the University of Maine spending twenty times as 
much on its security force as it does on its faculty. 
"Against this backdrop I ask you to consider the 
priorities of the world's richest nations. . . . Like 
any one of her people, America can be some­
times noble and sometimes wretched, and at 
any given moment the country is up for grabs—it 
can go either way. ... I have only a simple, rath­
er obvious, perhaps even slightly naive thing to 
say, and that is the direction America goes will 
be decided by each of us. A nation can be no 
more truthful than each of us, or honest, or gen­
erous, or worthy. A nation is really the whole of 
its parts. It is you and me."
In giving his charge to the graduates, Presi­
dent Libby stressed their responsibility to society. 
"No one need tell anyone that if this earth exists 
in 1996 man may be fortunate. Existence is a 
shared goal of all men, yet sheer existence is 
not enough. ... It seems reasonable to expect 
that improvement will come in our highly sophis­
ticated society largely through the political pro­
cess. Young adults must become involved in this 
process at all levels—the community, the state 
and the nation."
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The commencement exercises, rained out of 
the athletic field for the second year in a row, 
were held in two sections in the Memorial Gym­
nasium: the college of arts and sciences, and life 
sciences and agriculture in the morning, at which 
time three honorary degrees were conferred; 
and the colleges of business administration, ed­
ucation, and technology in the afternoon, when 
the final honorary degree was conferred.
Dr. Lawrence M. Cutler, chairman of the board 
of trustees, presented to President Libby Roger 
Howell, Jr., "distinguished educator, scholar, and 
president of Bowdoin College/' for the honorary 
degree of doctor of humane letters; H. Marston 
Morse, "distinguished mathematician and pro­
fessor of mathematics at the Institute for Ad­
vanced Study," for the honorary degree of doctor 
of science; Karl Sax, "distinguished plant geneti­
cist and biologist," for the honorary degree of 
doctor of science; and Mark R. Shibles, "distin­
guished educator and respected dean of our col­
lege of education," for the honorary degree of 
doctor of pedagogy.
Vice President James M. Clark announced 
that the Distinguished Professor Award is granted 
this year to Assistant Professor of Botany Douglas 
Alfred Gelinas. Professor Gelinas holds a B. S.
degree in Education from Fitchburg State College. 
He received his master's and doctor's degrees 
from Purdue University and joined the University 
of Maine faculty in 1968. In his citation Vice 
President Clark said, "He is probably best known 
among students for introducing a radically dif­
ferent method of instruction in the basic course 
offered by his department, as well as the whim­
sical humor and outrageous potpourri of musical 
selections that appear on the instructional tapes. 
He has worked effectively with the faculty com­
mittee members from the college of life sciences 
and agriculture to improve undergraduate ed­
ucation. He has published in scientific and pro­
fessional journals and last month was encouraged 
in his scholarly pursuits by the award of a Nation­
al Science Foundation research grant for work 
in plant genetics."
The dean of each college presented his candi­
dates as a group for their respective degrees. 
There were over 1,100 candidates for undergrad­
uate degrees, 132 for master's degrees, and nine 
doctoral candidates. In addition, 10 certificates 
of advanced study and 17 in the five-year pulp 
and paper course were given. Retaining in cap­
sule form the more personal flavor of smaller 
graduation exercises of former years, President 
Libby presented diploma folders individually to 
the class officers: President Gregory Stevens, Vice 
President Wayne Cote, Secretary Beverly Ander­
son, Treasurer Cynthia Russell; and to the valedic­
torian, Michael Steeves, and salutatorian, Har­
mony Hill.
Dean of the Graduate School Franklin P. Eggert 
presented for the doctor of education degree 
June Louise Drowne, Clyde H. Folsom, Jr., and 
Bruce Herbert Thurlow; and for the doctor of 
philosophy degree in physics Frank F. Doran, 
and in plant science Silas Stanley Hagar.
Class Day ceremonies were held on June 2, 
with seniors in informal dress gathering on the 
mall in the afternoon to hear the guest speaker, 
Mort Sahl. The program was concluded by 
George H. Crosby, registrar, who gave his tradi­
tional witty directions for commencement pro­
cedures, getting longer and louder laughs in the 
last five minutes than Mr. Sahl got in a half an 
hour.
At the Bangor commencement exercises on 
June 2, 160 two-year seniors were candidates 
for associate degrees. President Winthrop C. Libby 
presided, and Dr. John E. Beckley, director of the 
University of Maine at Bangor, welcomed the 
audience. Dr. Searle F. Charles, executive officer 
of Connecticut's System of Regional Community 
Colleges, gave the commencement address, in 
which he described the flexibility of community 
colleges in serving the educational needs of re­
sidents as being a major advantage. A commun­
ity college, more accessible to the people, can 
better serve many of the interests of the people.
A highlight of the commencement at the Uni­
versity of Maine at Augusta on June 6 was the 
dedication of its new campus. President-elect 
Lloyd J. Jewett '56 presided, and 44 associate 
degrees were conferred. The atmosphere for this 
fifth commencement was informal, the grad­
uating seniors having elected to break with trad­
ition and not wear caps and gowns. The com­
mencement speaker, Richard C. Richardson, Jr., 
president of Northampton County Area Commun­
ity College, Bethlehem, Pa., said that the institu­
tion they were dedicating was committed to the 
concept of extending the advantages of higher 
education to everyone.
Distinguished Service Awards were presented 
to Francis T. Finnegan, vice chairman of the 
board of directors of Depositors Corporation and 
Depositors Trust Company, and to State Senator 
Bennett Katz, who were cited for their many con­
tributions to the growth and progress of the 
Augusta campus.
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ES * CAMPUS CAPSULES * CAMPUS CAPSULES •
CC The SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFER­
ENCE ON CALORIMETRY AND THERMODYNAM­
ICS was held at UMO in mid-July. Some 150 scien­
tists participated from the United States, Russia, 
Great Britain,/Canada, Japan, New Zealand, Aus­
tralia, Israel, India, Italy, France the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Sweden, Romania, and Germany.
CC The possibility of university-initiated research 
that SMALL COMPANIES themselves cannot afford 
was one of the ideas discussed by some twelve 
small independent Maine companies involved in 
the manufacture of electrical or electronic products 
at a Seminar Day at UMO in June The purpose 
of the program, which included presentations by 
representatives of each company, was to introduce 
these small companies to the resources of the uni­
versity and to each other, in order to increase the 
chances for cooperation among them.
CC HOWARD A. KEYO, director of public inform­
ation and central services at UMO was honored in 
the spring by the New England District American 
College Public Relations Association. He received 
the Eleanor R. Collier award, presented annually 
for "outstanding service to higher education/7
CC THE 12TH PULP AND PAPER SUMMER IN- 
STITUTE, sponsored by the chemical engineering 
department of UMO and the University of Maine 
Pulp and Paper Foundation, was held at UMO 
June 20 to July 2, providing two weeks of inten­
sive training in paper technology for 49 men and 
one woman from 32 companies in 13 states and 
Canada. Dr Edward Bobalek, Gottesman profes­
sor and head of the chemical engineering depart­
ment, was the director.
CC JAMES A. HARMON '40, director of admis­
sions, has been elected president, and EVELYN 
TAYLOR, associate registrar, has been elected 
treasurer of the New England Association of Col­
legiate Registrars and Admissions Officers
CC Dr Oscar Auerbach, a nationally known 
research scientist, particularly in the field of lung 
cancer, spoke at UMO this summer at a three week 
WORKSHOP ON DRUGS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH.
CC Certificates were awarded to 35 Maine law 
enforcement officers at the end of a five-day IN­
STITUTE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT MANAGEMENT 
at UMO in June, sponsored by the Maine Law En­
forcement Council of the Maine Municipal Asso­
ciation and the UMO Bureau of Public Adminis­
tration.
CC Registrations for SUMMER SESSION COURS- 
ES had reached beyond the 4,000 mark by July 1- 
1,173 in the first three week session, 273 in the 
first six-week session, 362 in the second three week 
session, 1,505 in the middle six week session, 97 
in the third six week session and 246 in the last 
three-week session One hundred eighty four signed 
up for evening courses, 73 for special courses, and 
20 for courses at Deer Isle in Natural Science Ed­
ucation (Coastal).
CC A course, a workshop, and an evening of 
PSYCHODRAMA were offered during the Summer 
Session by Dr Doris Twitchell Allen '23, Univer­
sity of Cincinnati psychology faculty member.
CC Professor Matthew McNeary, head of the 
department of general engineering at UMO, re­
ceived the DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD from 
the Engineering Design Graphics Division of the 
American Society of Engineering Education at the 
U S. Naval Academy in June.
CC The National Science Foundation awarded 
97 grants to college and university students for 
their FIRST STUDENT ORIGINATED STUDIES PRO 
GRAM this summer A UMO student project to 
make "an evaluation of the environmental effects 
of residential patterns on four recreation-oriented 
Maine lakes" was chosen from among 560 appli­
cants and awarded $13,220.
CC DR WILLIAM JEFFREY, professor of history, 
has been elected chairman of the UMO Council of 
Colleges, the faculty governing body, for the aca­
demic year 1971-1972.
CC Thirty-one HIGH SCHOOL JUNIORS were 
selected for a special three-week program in chem­
ical engineering at UMO this summer. Each student 
received a scholarship covering academic costs and 
board and room. The University of Maine Pulp and 
Paper Foundation appropriated $12,000 for the 
program, which it co-sponsored with the UMO 
chemical engineering department.
CC Approximately 3,480 school children, pro­
spective college students, and groups of adults 
visited UMO between October and June of this 
academic year. EIGHTY-NINE DIFFERENT GROUPS 
came to view campus life, compared to 74 groups 
last year.
CC The FIRST UMO 
was held on May 24, 
special seminar taught 
Art Michael Lewis
STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL 
showing films made in a 
by Assistant Professor of
CC Desig ned for basic assessor training, a 
BASIC COURSE IN PROPERTY TAX ADMINISTRA 
TION, part of a series prepared by the Bureau 
of Public Administration at UMO, is being aired 
over the Maine Educational Television Network 
this summer, as a joint project by the Bureau of 
Public Administration, the Maine Association of 
Assessing Officers and the State Bureau of Tax­
ation
CC Maine high schools sent 500 junior boys to 
the 24th annual DIRIGO BOYS STATE at UMO, a 
week of intensive study of the workings of state and 
local government.
CC The HERSCHEL L BRICKER ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD a new award of the Maine Masque, was 
granted at the annual banquet to James Emery of 
Bangor The new award recognizes outstanding 
academic achievement, general achievement of high 
order within the theatre production program and 
or some particular contribution to the program. 
Eligibility also requires an accumulative average 
of 3 0
CC The 13th ANNUAL MATHEMATICS INSTI- 
TUTE is being held at UMO this summer, spon­
sored by the National Science Foundation.
CC Outlined in the 1970 Annual Report of the 
Experiment Station, just published by the univer­
sity, are more than 100 RESEARCH PROJECTS cur­
rently under way at the Life Sciences and Agri­
culture Experiment Station of UMO aimed at 
environmental and economic growth and develop­
ment in the State of Maine.
CC Donald Johanos directed the PITTSBURGH 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA this spring at UMO, 
with pianist Lorin Hollander as guest soloist, as 
part of the University Concert Series.
CC Associate Professor Edwin L. Giddings '33 
is serving as acting director of the UMO SCHOOL 
OF FOREST RESOURCES from July 1, 1971, until 
the arrival on March 14, 1972, of Dr Fred B. 
Knight '49, currently professor of forestry at the 
University of Michigan, who has been named di­
rector of the school.
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IN MEMORIAM
1899 LEONARD HARRIS FORD, 92, of East 
Eddington on April 12, 1971, in Bangor. A native 
of East Eddington, he was principal of Hampden 
Academy in 1900 and became superintendent of 
schools in Eddington in 1901. He recieved his M D 
degree from the Maine School of Medicine at 
Bowdoin College in 1906 After an internship at 
Eastern Maine General Hospital in 1906-’07 he 
opened his office in East Eddington Moving to 
Brewer in 1916, he practiced there until he served 
in the medical corps during World War I. Returning 
in 1919, he moved his practice to Bangor He was 
active as regimental surgeon with the National 
Guard, retiring from the service in 1942 with the 
rank of colonel. He retired from the practice of 
medicine in 1966 after more than 59 years of prac­
tice He had served as city physician and jail 
physician He was a former member of the Penob­
scot Medical Association, the Maine Medical Assoc­
iation, and the consulting staff at Eastern Maine 
General Hospital. Survivors three sons, Leonard 
H , Jr , ’36, of Eddington, Alvah P ’47 of New 
York, Paul G ’49 of St Albans, Vt , two step­
children, six grandchildren and four great-grand­
children.
1907 HERBERT AUSTIN KNOWLTON of Cleve­
land, Ohio, on March 6, 1971, in Cleveland He 
had been employed by the General Electric Com­
pany Survivors wife, two daughters, five grand­
children and three great-grandchildren. Memorial 
contributions are being received by the General 
Alumni Association for scholarships at the Univer­
sity of Maine at Orono
1907 ALBERT PRENTISS ROUNDS, 86, of Stone­
ham, Mass , on March 21, 1971, in Melrose, Mass 
He was a native of Bridgton A realtor and builder 
in Stoneham for many years, he was widely known 
as builder of several churches in the area He was 
a flyer, having earned his private pilot’s license at 
the age of 62 Survivors wife, two sons and two 
daughters. Donations may be made to the Paul 
Harris Fellowship Fund. c,o Stoneham Rotary 
Club, or to the Book of Remembrance Fund of the 
First Congregational Church. Stoneham.
1908 HARRY BURTON GREELEY, 84, of Hamp­
den on March 29, 1971, in Hampden Born in Hamp­
den, he was employed 27 years by the Bangor Hydro- 
Electric Company. Survivors, wife, a son, four 
grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.
1911 WILLARD DAVIS RICHARDSON, 84, of 
Hermon on April 13, 1971, in Bangor. Born in Ban­
gor, he had been a dairy farmer all his life. He had 
served as first selectman of Hermon for many 
years. Survivors wife, a son, a brother, a grand­
child, a great-grandchild, several nieces, nephews 
and cousins.
1912 JAMES FOSTER JACKSON, 80, of Wilming­
ton, Del., on May 16, 1971, in Wilmington. Born 
in Jefferson, he had been employed as a mechanical 
engineer at Associated Gas and Electric Company, 
New York, N. Y, for 20 years, retiring in 1963. 
He was a licensed professional engineer of New 
York State and a member of Tau Beta Pi honorary 
society. He was a veteran of World War I Surviv­
ors. wife, three sons, one of whom is Willis F. ’52 
of Aberdeen, Md , and four grandchildren He was 
a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
1914 ALEXANDER LEROY HAGGART, 79, of 
Miami Beach, Fla., on April 7, 1971, in Miami 
Beach Colonel Haggart joined the Army in 1917 
and retired 30 years later after having served in Eur­
ope, the Philippines, in Panama and in Hawaii He 
was a member of the military court involving the war 
crimes at Dachau Survivors wife, a son, a daughter 
and three grandchildren. He was a member of Phi 
Kappa Sigma fraternity.
1915 CARL HERBERT HOPKINS, 80, of Mont­
pelier, Vt , on February 27, 1971, in Berlin, Vt. A 
native of Jonesboro, he had been employed by the 
New England Telephone Company for 45 years, re­
tiring in 1956 From 1952 to 1968 he served as 
state chairman of Radio Free Europe Survivors, 
wife, a brother, Ray C ’19 of Pompano Beach, 
Fla , a niece and a nephew. He was a member of 
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity Memorial contribu 
tions may be made to the Vermont Heart Associa­
tion, 14 Cottage St., Rutland.
1915 HARVEY PRESCOTT SLEEPER, 78, of 
Short Hills, N J , on May 19, 1971, in Livingston, 
N J Born in Bangor, he had been an engineer with 
the Public Service Electric and Gas Company of 
Newark, NJ., for 36 years Awarded the Thomas N 
McCarter Electric Award in 1945 for leadership in 
development of relay protection for transmission 
and distribution, he held several patents on various 
devices used in the electric power industry He was 
a Fellow of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers and a member of the honorary society 
of Tau Beta Pi He was a veteran of World War I, 
attaining the rank of captain Survivors wife, Emily 
J Vickery ’16, a daughter, two sons, one of whom 
is David P. ’58 of Niantic, Conn , and thirteen 
grandchildren He was a member of Phi Kappa 
Sigma fraternity.
1916 CHARLES HERBERT FOLSOM, 77, of Au­
gusta on March 29. 1971, in Dexter. Born in Port­
land, he served in the U S Army Corps of Engineers 
in France in World War 1 and had been employed 
for 32 years for the Maine State Highway Commis­
sion. During World War II he was employed by the 
Civil Aeronautics Commission in Maine, and after­
wards by the consulting firm of Faye, Spofford and 
Thorndike of Boston, Mass He was a registered 
professional engineer and a member of the American, 
Maine and Boston Societies of Civil Engineers. 
Survivors a daughter, Mrs Glenn E. Edgerly, Jr, 
(Joan ’53) of Menden, Conn , a sister, four grand­
children, nieces and nephews
1916 EVERETT KEITH MANSFIELD, 77, of 
Fryeburg on May 1, 1970, in Fryeburg He was a 
native of Conway, N H He had been employed as 
an engineer for Forests Products Laboratories at 
Montreal, Canada, from 1916 until 1919. In 1919 
he started a career with the Robert Gair Company, 
New York, NY At the time of his retirement, in 
1960, he was a consultant with Gair Company and 
with the Continental Can Company He was a 
member of Alpha Chi Sigma honorary society, 
of Technical Association Pulp and Paper Industry, 
and of the Paper Industry Management Association. 
He was a charter member and a director of the 
University of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation 
He was a member of Theta Chi fraternity. 
Memorial contributions may be made to the Univer­
sity of Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation Everett 
Keith Mansfield Scholarship
1917 LOUIS ALBERT BENSON, 77, of Sarasota, 
Fla., on January 20, 1971, in Sarasota. A native of 
Auburn, he was an engineer with the Humble Oil 
Company He was past president of the Bayonne Ro­
tary Club, a member of the board of directors of 
the YMCA, and first president of the South Gate 
Community Center of Sarasota. Survivors wife, and 
a nephew, Robert J. Smullin ’70 of Lewiston. He 
was a member of Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity.
1917 GEORGE CURTIN MCCABE, 74, of Chevy 
Chase, Md , on January 31, 1971, in Chevy Chase 
Born in Kennebunkport, he attended the University 
of Maine for three years A registered professional 
engineer, he had retired in 1961 as vice president 
and manager of the Potomac Electric Power Com­
pany, where he had been employed since 1933. He 
was a member of the Washington Building Congress, 
the Civitan Club, and the Metropolitan Washington 
Board of Trade Survivors- wife, two brothers, two 
sisters, and two grandchildren He was a member of 
Theta Chi fraternity.
1917 DENIS STANISLAUS O’CONNOR, 79, of 
New Haven, Conn , on May 29, 1971, in Biddeford. 
Born in Biddeford, he attended the University of 
Maine for two years, received the M. D. degree 
from Bowdoin in 1919, and did post-graduate work 
at Harvard Medical School from 1924 to 1926 
An orthopedic surgeon associated with Yale-New 
Haven Hospital, St Raphael's Hospital in New 
Haven, and Griffin Hospital in Derby, Conn., he 
was a member of the American Medical Association 
and the American College of Surgeons Survivors: 
wife and two sisters.
1917 FRANK OWEN STEPHENS, 77, of Auburn 
on March 12, 1971, in Auburn. Born in Auburn, he 
had been president-treasurer of the former E. W. 
Penley Meat Company, Auburn. He was clerk for 
the Auburn Water District until he retired in 1964. 
He served on the Auburn school board for 12 years, 
was secretary of the board of trustees of the Central 
Maine General Hospital from 1931 until his death, 
was president of the board of managers of the Au­
burn-Lewiston YMCA for many years, a past presi­
dent of the Lewiston-Auburn Chamber of Com­
merce, a former state secretary of the YMCA, past 
president of the Auburn-Lewiston Kawanis Club, and 
president of Oak Hill Cemetery Association. He was 
a veteran of World War I, attaining the rank of 
captain Survivors: wife, two sons, one of whom is 
Frank O , Jr., ’48 of North Monmouth, two sisters, 
and five grandchildren He was a member of Beta 
Theta Pi fraternity Memorial contributions may be 
sent to the Central Maine General Hospital, Au­
burn Masonic building fund, or the YMCA
1918 HOWARD ERNEST KYES, 73, of Wilton on 
May 3, 1971, in Wilton. Born in Jay, he was em­
ployed for many years as a cloth inspector at the 
Wilton Woolen Company In 1925 he founded the 
Kyes Insurance Agency, in which he was still ac­
tive He was a past president of the Independent 
Insurance Agents Association of Maine and was a 
past national state director. He received the out­
standing service award for Maine in 1962 He served 
two years as a selectman, 10 years as treasurer, 
and 27 years as clerk of the town of Wilton. He had 
also served 29 years as Franklin County Treasurer. 
For many years he was chairman of the board of 
trustees of the Goodspeed Memorial Library. He 
was a senior deacon of the Wilton Congregational 
Church—United Church of Christ. He was a veteran 
of World War I and served as chairman of the 
Franklin County Selective Service Board during 
World War II Survivors- wife, two daughters, a 
stepson, two sisters, five grandchildren and two 
great-grandchildren.
1918 ROBERT COLBY MOORE, 73, of Bingham 
on October 3, 1970, in Lewiston Born in Bingham, 
he also attended Brown University. He was pro­
prietor of E W. Moore and Son, Pharmacists, of 
Bingham. He was a World War I veteran of the 
U. S. Navy. Survivors- wife, a daughter, six grand­
children and two great-grandchildren. He was a 
member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
1918 MAURICE AARON RUDMAN, 74, of Nash­
ua, N. H., in September, 1970, in Nashua. Born in 
Bangor, he attended the University of Maine for 
one year and was graduated from Harvard Univer­
sity in 1918 and from Harvard Law School in 1921. 
Survivors: three brothers
1919 EDWARD HENRY KELLEY, 75, of Phil­
adelphia, Pa., on February 26, 1971, in Philadelphia. 
A native of Bangor, he was associated with George 
Heebner of Philadelphia. He was a veteran of World 
War I. Survivors a son. a sister, two grandchildren, 
a niece and a nephew. He was a member of Theta 
Chi fraternity.
1920 WADSWORTH NICHOLS, 72, of Steuben on 
April 16, 1971, in Bangor. Born in Buxton, he at­
tended the University of Maine for one year. He 
had been employed by the Wyandotte Chemical 
Corporation, Wyandotte, Mich , until his retirement 
to Steuben in 1962. Survivors: wife, Helen Benner 
’28, a daughter, three sons, two brothers, sixteen 
grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, several nieces 
and nephews.
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1921 DOROTHY SMITH MCDONALD (MRS. 
CHARLES), 70, of Hermon on May 26. 1971 in 
Bangor Born in Bradford she attended the Univer­
sity of Maine for three years She received her B S 
degree from Simmons College in 1921 She was a 
reference librarian at the University of Maine for 
35 years retiring in 1966 Survivors husband a 
brother a niece and nephew She was a member of 
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
1921 EUGENE JOSEPH NADEAU, 75, of Mada­
waska on November 20 1967, in Madawaska Born 
in Presque Isle, he was graduated from the Univer 
sity of Maine in 1922 but affiliated with the Class of
1921 He received his Ch E degree from the Uni 
versity of Maine in 1931 He was a chemist for Hol- 
linshead Company Camden N J then for Fraser 
Paper Limited Madawaska Maine until his retire­
ment in 1960 Survivors wife and two stepsons
1922 GEORGE ANSYL BOOKER. 70. of Wins­
low on November 6, 1970, in Waterville A native of 
Waterville he also attended Colby College and Bent­
ley School of Accounting in Boston Mass He was 
graduated from the University of Maine in 1923 but 
affiliated with the Class of 1922 He was employed 
by the Farrar-Brown Company, and was manager of 
the Motor Supply Company, both of Waterville He 
was a veteran of World Wars I and II Survivors 
a daughter and a sister He was a member of Kappa 
Sigma fraternity
1924 KENNETH LEIGH CYPHERS, 69, of High 
land Lakes, NY on May 13, 1970 in Highland 
Lakes A native of Dexter he was employed by the 
General Electric Company for one year in Schen 
ectady N Y and until his retirement in Newark, 
N J He was a member of the State Board of Profes 
sional Engineers and Land Surveyors Survivors 
wife daughter and three grandchildren He was a 
member of Tau Beta Pi fraternity
1924 CHRISTOBELLE FINLEY LAWRIE. 82, of 
Gardiner on April 14 1971 in Gardiner Born in 
Palermo, she was graduated from the University of 
Maine in 1926 but affiliated with the Class of 1924 
She had been a foreign language teacher for 35 years 
at Brewer High School She was a member of the 
Retired Teachers Association Survivors three bro­
thers one of whom is Raymond S 25 of Skowhegan, 
several nieces and nephews
1924 WILLIAM WESLEY PATTERSON, 64, of 
Pottstown Pa, on December 11, 1967 Born in Chi­
chester, N H , he had been a teacher at the Hill 
School, Pottstown
1924 ARTHUR LAMBERT PEAKES, 71. of Milo 
on January 15, 1971, in Bangor Born in Sebec, he 
was graduated from the University of Maine in 1955 
but affiliated with the class of 1924 He had been 
employed by Billings Hardware Company until 1955 
when he became teacher and principal of the Fast 
Corinth school The following year he taught at Eas 
ton High School, and in 1957 he became a teacher 
at Lee Academy retiring in 1969 He had been a 
State Senator from Piscataquis Counts Survivors 
daughter and two grandchildren He was a member of 
Theta Chi fraternity
1924 MORTON CHURCH WHITCOMB, 74, of 
Ellsworth on March 16 1971, in Ellsworth Born in 
Cherryfield he had been employed by the postal 
service in Ellsworth for 32 years, retiring in 1963 He 
was a veteran of World War I Survivors wife a 
brother Paul L 23 of Ellsworth and two sisters 
He was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity
1925 DONALD WINDSOR COLLINS, 69, of 
Montpelier, Vt on May 7, 1971, in Berlin, Vt A 
native of Leeds he attended Leavitt Institute, and 
the University of Maine for one year He was cm 
ployed by the Vermont Department of Highways 
retiring in 1969 He was a veteran of World War II 
Survivors wife and a sister
1925 DOROTHY EDWINA MOSSLER, 69, of 
Dover-Foxcroft on April 16, 1971, in Dover-Foxcroft 
Born in Orrington, she received her master of ed­
ucation degree from the University of Maine in 1950 
She was an English teacher for 40 years at Cony 
High School, Augusta before retiring in 1965 She 
was a member of the Retired Teachers Association 
Survivors a brother, Frederick L ’31 of Dover-Fox 
croft, two nephews and two grandnephews She was 
a member of Delta Zeta sorority.
1925 SYDNEY JEROME PAGE, 69, of Orono on 
May 15 1971 in Bangor Born in Orono he attended 
the University of Maine for one year md was a 
graduate of Shaw Business College He was a retired 
Orono businessman He had served on the Orono 
Board of Selectmen and was affiliated with the Orono 
Postal Department for many years Survivors wife 
three sons one of whom is Sydney J Jr 52 of 
South Pasadena Calif two brothcis two sisters 
one of whom is Mrs Andrew Hume (Harriet ’25) 
of Orono one granddaughter nieces nephews and 
cousins
1926 JOHN F. MCCORMICK of Whitefield on
May 12 1971 in Gardiner Born in Pittston he
taught school in Massachusetts and Maine until his 
retirement in 1962 Survivors wife two sisters 
several nieces and nephews
1926 MERRILL WILLIS SWEETSER, 65, of Port 
land on September 19 1970 in Portland Born in 
Portland he attended the University of Maine for 
one year He had been chief clerk for the Portland 
Rendering Company for 16 years was treasurer of 
the former Blake Rounds Supply Company and 
retired from the Eox Lumber Company in 197O 
Survivors wife a daughter and a son He was a 
member of Phi Mu Delta fraternity
1927 PAUL PAYSON ARBO, 75, of Brownville 
Junction on April 20 1971, in Millinocket Born in 
Brownville a veteran of World War I he served is 
a Red Cross field director during World War II 
Survivors wife a son Edward P 42 of Meddy 
bemps a daughter six grandchildren three great 
grandchildren several nieces and nephews
1927 RAYMOND SEGON HILTON, 74, of Skow 
hegan on May 3 1971 in Skowhegan A native of
Bridgton he attended the University of Maine for one 
year Survivors wile stepson a sister and nieces 
and nephews Memorial donations may be made to 
the Centenary United Methodist Church building 
fund or the Redington Fairview General Hospital 
building fund both of Skowhegan
1927 HERSCHEL ASHBURY HOYT, 64, of Hol 
liston Mass on June 8 197'O in Cambridge Mass 
A native of Rumford he attended the University of 
Maine for one year and business college in Boston 
M ass Ik was employed for 43 years as New England 
Sales Manager of the Ruberoid Company Survivors 
wife and three brothers He was a member of Lamb 
da Chi Alpha fraternity
1927 WILSON GOUCHER JAMES, 67, of Bangor 
on April 14 1971 in Bangor A native of Bangor 
he was president of Wight's Sporting Goods Store 
in Bangor Survivors two daughters He was a mem 
ber of Phi Mu Delta fraternity Memorial contri 
b lions are being received by the General Alumni 
Association for athletic scholarships for the Univer- 
sity of Maine
1927 JOSEPH BASIL MCNAMARA, 66, of 
Gardiner on December 18 1970 in Gardiner Born 
in Gardiner he attended the University of M line for 
two years He was employed by the U S Postil 
Service He was a member of Theta Chi fraternity
1928 ELEANOR FITZHERBERT SHAW (MRS 
RICHARD), 63, of Salisbury, Md on May 19 1971 
in Salisbury Born in Boston Mass she had been 
with the Maryland-Delaware Crop Reporting Service 
Survivors husband three stepchildren five step 
grandchildren and two step great-grandchildren Me 
morial contributions may be made to the Heart Fund
1931 VICTOR HALFORD COFF1N. 62, of Still 
water on April 15, 1971 in Stillwater He was an as 
socrate professor of physics at the University of 
Maine at Orono Born in Bucksport he began his 
teaching at Bucksport High School and in 1943 he 
began his long career of teaching at the University of 
Maine After taking graduate courses at Brown and 
Columbia he completed his master’s degree in phys­
ics it the University of Maine in 1948 He was a 
member of the Society for Engineering Education. 
(he Optical Society of America the American As 
sociation of Physics Teachers and the honor 
societies Sigma Pi Sigma and Sigma Xi Survivors 
wife, Mina Critohell ’63 mother, a son a brother 
and two sisters He was a member of Eta Nu Pi 
fraternity.
1931 EDWARD FELLOWS HANSON, 62, of Ells­
worth on April 21 1971, in Ellsworth A native of
Waterville he was chief engineer and purchasing 
agent for Fayscott Landis Machine Corporation, 
Dcxter for 31 years retiring in 1970 After retiring, 
he was manager of Hanson's Landing Branch Lake, 
Ellsworth which he had owned since 1945 Survivors 
wife a son a daughter an uncle and several cousins
1931 ELDEN EVERETT LIGHT, 63, of Baltimore, 
Md on February 22 1971 in Baltimore Born in 
Waldoboro he received a master's degree in engi- 
neering in 1937’ from the University of Maine where 
he taught for eight years He then became a re 
search chemist specializing in rubber for the DuPont 
de Nemours &. Company Wilmington Del, moving 
to their Baltimore branch in 1942 In Baltimore he 
did research for the Cats Paw Rubber Company for 
12 years and at the time of his death was working for 
the Polymel Corporation He was past secretary trea­
surer of Alpha Chi Sigma national fraternity for 
chemists He had served on several committees of 
the Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church Survivors 
wife three daughters, three sons, two sisters a 
brother six stepchildren 23 grandchildren 18 grand- 
stepchildren and two great grand-stepchildren He 
was a member of Delta Chi Alpha fraternity Mem­
orial contributions may be made to the Heart Fund
1932 GEORGE HOI LAND LOANE, 61, of Nor­
folk Va., on January 19 1971 in Norfolk A native 
of Ashland he had served with the US Navy during 
World War II and was a retired U S Navy Comman­
der He was a member of the Legion of Honor 
Survivors wife and several cousins He was a mem­
ber of Sigma Nu fraternity
1933 CLARENCE DEAN SMITH. 59, of Water­
ville on April 8 1971 in Waterville Born in Augusta, 
he attended the University of Maine for two years 
He opened the Waterville Grain Company in 1932 
and operated it until it closed in 1952 For the past 
several years he has been employed by the Maine 
State Highway Department as a right of wav agent 
He was a World War II veteran of the U S Navy 
Survivors wife three sons, two of whom are Earl 
H 62 of Waterville and Gary F 69 of Nashville, 
Tenn a sister and five grandchildren He was a 
member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity Memorial 
contributions may be made to the Maine Cancer 
Society Box 456 Brunswick 04011
1939 MALBON HOLLIS JENNINGS, 54, of Man­
toloking N J on April 10 1971, in Mantoloking
Born in Haverhill Mass , he attended the University 
of Maine for two years He was a vice president for 
Western Union New York N Y Survivors parents, 
wife son a sister and a grandson He was a member 
of Beta Theta Pi fraternity
1940 ROBERT COFFIN LEONARD. 51, of Tar­
pon Springs Fla on January 8 1970, in Tarpon
Springs Born in Everett Mass he attended the 
University of Maine for one year He was an engineer 
in irrigation systems with the Coastal Equipment 
Company Tarpon Springs until 1969, when he be­
came owner of Bob’s Sprinklers Survivors wife, 
a son two sisters one of whom is Mrs Franklin 
Brooks (Priscilla 44) of Cape Elizabeth He was 
a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity
1940 STFPHEN EDWIN POWELL, 52, of Dres­
den on May 24 1971 in Dresden Born in Orono, 
he was graduated from the University of Maine in
1941 but affiliated with the Class of 1940 He had 
retired four years ago as assistant chief of the game 
division of the Maine Inland Fisheries and Game 
Department where he had worked for 28 years He 
was owner and operator of the Green Point Farms, 
Dresden He was a past president of the Maine Maple 
Producers Association He was a veteran of World 
War II having retired from the Marine Corps as a 
lieutenant colonel Survivors wife, Pauline Drum­
mond ’39, two brothers, Harold N ’29, of Engle­
wood Fla , and Ralph C ’44 of Damariscotta, 
several nieces nephews and cousins He was a mem­
ber of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
1941 HALSTED BUEL GODWIN, 56, of Detroit, 
Mich on March 26 1971, in Detroit He was a
native of LeMars, Iowa Survivors two sisters
1943 ROBERT HARLAN BEEDY, 50, of Standish 
on April 23, 1971, in Standish A native of Mexico, 
he was a vocational agricultural teacher for many 
years He later taught chemistry for nine years at 
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Bar Harbor and at the time of his death was a high 
school chemistry teacher in Standish. Survivors: 
wife, Janice D. Woodward ’42, mother, a daughter, 
a son, and a brother.
1943 GEORGE NATHAN DEXTER, 54, of East 
Bridgewater, Mass., on February 28, 1971, in East 
Bridgewater. A native of Boston, Mass , he attended 
Northeastern University, and the University of 
Maine for two years, interrupting his education to 
enlist in the Air Force during World War II. For 
the past 25 years he was a civil engineer for the 
State of Massachusetts. He was a former deacon of 
the First Baptist Church of Duxbury, Mass. 
Survivors: wife, mother, two sons, three daughters, 
a sister and three grandchildren. He was a member 
of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
1948 MILDRED MARIE BRADFORD, 57, of 
Bangor on May 18, 1971, in Bangor. Born in Argyle, 
she was also graduated from the Eastern Normal 
School and from Husson College, and received her 
master of education degree from the University of 
Maine in 1951. After teaching in elementary schools 
for several years, she joined the faculty at Husson 
College, where she became professor of secretarial 
science. She was a member of the Eastern Business 
Teachers Association, the New England Business 
Educators Association, and the Maine Teachers 
Association. Survivors: father, stepmother, two 
brothers, two sisters, and several nieces and nephews.
1948 AVA KINGSBURY BROWN (MRS. E. 
EARL) of Bangor on April 2, 1971, in Bangor. A 
native of Frankfort, she recieved her master of educa­
tion degree from the University of Maine in 1951. 
A school teacher for 55 years, she taught in the Ban­
gor school system for 33 years. She was a member 
of the American Association of University Women 
and the Retired Teachers Association. Survivors 
husband, two sons, four brothers, a sister, four 
grandchildren, four great-grandchildren, several 
nieces and nephews.
1949 IVORY ARTHUR CANTY, 43, of St. Paul, 
Minn., on November 27, 1970, in Minneapolis, Minn. 
Born in Bangor, he was graduated from the Univer­
sity of Maine in 1950 but affiliated with the Class of 
1949 He recieved the master of arts degree from the 
University of Missouri in 1952. He was a consulting 
engineer, and co-owner of Fireside Corners Survi­
vors; parents, wife, two daughters, and two sisters, 
Mrs Joseph J Peters (Faith ’54) of Marysville, Ohio, 
and Mrs. Bruce E. Parkhurst (Helen ’52) of Bangor.
1949 RALPH HUGH MCKUSICK, 44, of Bran­
ford, Conn., on October 9, 1970, in New Haven, 
Conn. A native of East Corinth, he had been em­
ployed by the American Cyanamid Company. Survi­
vors: wife, a daughter and two sons.
1950 MILTON IRWIN ERLICK, 46, of Wynne­
wood, Pa., in May, 1971, in Wynnewood. Born in 
Portland, he attended the University of Maine for 
two years and was graduated from the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Wharton School. A partner in the 
accounting firm of Leventhol, Krekstein, and Horvath 
in Philadelphia, Pa., he was a member of the Ameri­
can and the Pennsylvania Institutes of Certified Pub­
lic Accountants He was on the board of directors of 
Temple Beth Hillel of Wynnewood. Survivors: wife, 
two sons, two sisters, and three brothers, two of 
whom are Howard B. ’40 of Phoenix, Ariz, and 
Preston S. '45 of Woomer. Australia. He was a mem­
ber of Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity.
1951 EDWARD WILLIAM BAUER, JR., 44, of 
Weston, Mass , on June 16, 1970, in Yonkers, N.Y. A 
native of Bronxville, N.Y., he attended the Univer­
sity of Maine for one year. Survivors: two sons and 
a daughter.
1951 MARY BELLE (TUFTS) NCNABB, 41, of 
Dunedin, Fla., on January 13, 1971, in Dunedin. Born 
in Waterville, she received her M A. degree from 
the University of Maine. She was a guidance coun­
selor at Dunedin High School. Survivors: mother, 
father, son and daughter. She was a member of Chi 
Omega sorority. She was a Sophomore Eagle and an 
All-Maine Woman.
1952 FLETCHER LEROY ANTHONY, 60, of Ban­
gor on April 20, 1971, in Bangor. A native of Pem­
broke, he taught at Fifth Street Junior High School 
in Bangor for 25 years. Survivors: wife, a brother, 
a sister, several nieces and nephews.
1958 JAMES LOUIS GOOD, 37, of Bucksport on 
February 5, 1970, in Niles, Mich He was a native 
of Liverpool, N S., Canada. He had been a research 
engineer for West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, 
and at the time of his death was plant superintendent 
at the French Paper Company, Niles, Mich., where 
he had been employed since 1966. He was a member 
of Sigma Pi Sigma honorary physics society. He was 
a U S Navy veteran of the Korean War. Survivors: 
wife, Elsie L. Colby ’56, two sons and a daughter.
1961 EDWARD FRANKLIN GOULD, 31, of Old 
Tappan, N.J., on April 3, 1971, in Old Tappan A 
native of Long Island, N.Y., he was part owner of 
an air conditioning company in New Jersey. Surviv­
ors. wife, parents, a son, a daughter, a sister, and a 
brother, Donald ’64 of Orono.
1961 JOHN JOSEPH THIBODEAU, 39, of Ells­
worth on April 20, 1971. Born in Fort Kent, he was 
employed as a television announcer at a Bangor tele­
vision station while he was a student at the Univer­
sity of Maine He then taught English at Bangor 
High School. In 1962 he joined the Great Northern 
Paper Company, Millinocket, as a personnel assistant. 
After a career in sales with two other paper com­
panies in Maine, he became an announcer with 
WDEA radio station, Ellsworth, where he was em­
ployed at the time of his death. Survivors: parents, 
two daughters, two sons, a brother, and three sisters.
1966 PAUL FREDERICK MCLEAN, 26, of Kit­
tery on October 27, 1967, in Carmel A native of 
Kittery, he had been a laboratory technician with 
Davidson Rubber Company, Dover, N.H. Survivors: 
mother, father, sister and brother. He was a member 
of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
1967 JACK EDWARD PAGE, 27, of Bath on 
March 21, 1971, in an automobile accident in Ports­
mouth, N.H. Born in Portland, he had been a grad­
uate student at the University of New Hampshire 
since September, 1970 Following his graduation, he 
was employed for six months at the Trane Air 
Conditioning Company in Lacrosse, Wise., before 
entering the U S Navy, where he served as a 
Lieutenant (jg) He was a veteran of Vietnam 
Survivors, parents, his paternal grandmother, several 
aunts, uncles, nephews and cousins.
1971 JEROLD ROBERT PERRY, 22, of Hartford, 
Conn , on April 18, 1971, shortly after being in an 
automobile accident near Hartford. Born in Lewis­
ton, he would have recieved his degree in education 
from the University of Maine in June. He was prac­
tice teaching at Old Town. Survivors: parents, 
brother, maternal grandmother and paternal grand­
mother
FACULTY
VICTOR HALFORD COFFIN. See obituary class 
of 1931.
FERDINAND HENRY STEINMETZ, of Union 
Springs, N.Y , on May 13, 1971, in Auburn, N.Y. 
Professor-emeritus of botany, he had been a member 
of the University of Maine faculty for 32 years, serv­
ing as professor of botany, head of the department 
of botany and entomology, chairman of graduate 
study in the College of Agriculture, and associate 
agronomist at the Maine Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Born in Edwardsvile, I11., he received his 
B.S degree in agronomy from Illinois University 
in 1915, his M.S. degree in 1921 and his Ph.D. de­
gree in 1926 from the University of Minnesota, and 
an honorary doctor of pedagogy degree from Eastern 
Illinois State College in 1949. He was a member of 
the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, the American Society of Plant Physiologists, 
the American Phytopathological Society, the Botan­
ical Society of America, the New England Botan­
ical Club, Alpha Zeta, Gamma Sigma Delta, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, and had served as president 
of the Josselyn Botanical Society of Maine. Author 
of many publications, he was an expert on plant 
diseases. Survivors: wife, two daughters, one brother, 
two sisters, and nine grandchildren.
CLASS NOTES
MR. FREDERICK J. SIMMONS
12 Glen Ridge Parkway 
Montclair, New Jersey 07042
Elmer J. Burnham, LL.B., in response to 
your class secretary’s letter, writes, 
“When I entered the class in 1903 ... I
was the youngest member of the Class, which con­
sisted of twenty-one at the time of graduation, and 
so at eighty-five I am the only surviving member. At 
the time I entered, the Law School was located in a 
business block in Bangor and was under the super­
vision of Dean Walz whose ability and personality 
endeared him to all of the students. We also had 
some able instructors including Edgar M. Simpson, 
George Webster, later Superior Court Judge, and 
General Charles Hamlin, son of Vice-President Han­
nibal Hamlin. I roomed with Charles Moore, who 
was Center on the foot-ball team which gave me 
contact with the activities at Orono. Practically all 
of the members of my class with whom I have had 
contact have had successful careers in the Law. I 
started practice at Fort Kent in 1907 but stayed only 
one year returning to Kittery in 1908 where I have 
had an office ever since. In 1909 I was married to 
Mabel Guptill of Scarboro which I consider the 
smartest move I ever made. We have had pleasant 
and fairly successful careers together. We both have 
served in the Legislature from Kittery at times. We 
have two children, a daughter and a son. I have en­
gaged in various civic activities in Kittery over the 
years, having been Treasurer of the Public Library 
for fifty-seven years, Superintendent of Schools in 
the early years, a Trustee of the Water District for 
forty-three years and a Selectman. Am still in active 
practice ” And one may add to the record of the 29 
entering Law Class in 1903, 21 graduated in 1906, 
and nine of these became Municipal Judges, namely, 
William Franklin Ball, Judge at Milo, later Secretary 
of the State of Maine 1917-1927; Frederick E. 
Doyle, Judge at Millinocket; Percy A. Hastey, 
Judge at Dexter; Joseph A. Laliberte, Judge at 
Houlton, Albert Y. Locke, Judge at Farmington, 
then the youngest in state; George W. Pike, 35 years 
Judge at Lisbon, N H.; Lucius B. Sweet, Judge at 
Sanford; William M. Warren, Judge of Penobscot 
County Court; Oscar H. Dunham, Assistant At­
torney General of Maine—Listed in “Who’s Who 
in America.” The most academically decorated of 
the Law Class was James Adams Colby, who held 
degrees of B A., M.A. from Trinity, LL.B. Maine, 
Ph D. Louvain (Belgium), LL D. Oglethorpe, and 
L.H.D. Vanderbilt University Theological Seminary.
MR. KARL MACDONALD
Box 18 
Belfast, Maine 04915
Few people in Belfast know that Captain 
Albert W. Stevens, quite a famous class­
mate of 1907, spent his boyhood days in
Belfast. In 1939 Albert gave Frank Twombly and 
wife an enlarged photograph of himself. After 
Frank’s death she sent it to your class secretary and 
asked it be placed where it would receive publicity. 
Inasmuch as the University of Maine had a large 
oil painting of Captain Stevens, I have offered the 
photograph to the Belfast Free Library, where it 
will remind Belfast that this was his birthplace and 
was where he graduated from the High School in 
the class of 1903. He died in California in 1949.
The class extend their sympathy to Mrs. Albert 
Rounds on the death of her husband on March 21.
Gladys (Beale) Ellingson, Teton Rest Home, Cho­
teau, Mont., was in a coma for three days in De­
cember but survived. Says she is now in a wheel­
chair. She can stand on her feet but cannot walk as 
she has no balance. Said it was hard to give up her 
home in Fairfield, 15 miles from the Home, but lots 
of her friends come to see her.
A short letter from Erwin Hussey, Springfield, 
Mass , saying that he and wife survived the winter 
and that the time was coming soon when he would 
not be able to write a readable letter. He has been 
in good health but his wife had a short illness and 
he had the job of running the house and getting the 
meals during it.
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CLASS OF 1921
Row 1 Clarence Partridge, J Fred Tingley, R. J Cohen, Dorothy 
(Hart) Cook, Leta (Weymouth) Wood, Blanche (Tague) Stevens, Eli A 
Marcoux, Mrs. George S (Lee) Ginsberg, George S Ginsberg, Ruth 
(Small) Sewall Percy Crocker, Francis L Foies, Row 2 Joseph B 
Chaplin, C Hall Baker, Stanley Campbell, Mrs Stanley (Myitle) Camp­
bell, Julia Manchester, Effie (Weatherbee) Peters, Emilie (Kritter) 
Josselyn, Mrs Elia (Dorothy) Marcoux, Miriam Chapman, Katherine 
D Stewart, Arthur R Chapman, Roger Castle, Virginia (Averill) 
Castle ’23; Row 3. Percy L Blackwell, Mrs. Percy L. (Alma B.) Black­
well Rena C Bowles,GladysM.Reilly,FlorenceM Kelley, Margaret 
Blethen, Hester M Wessenger, Lucille E Smith, Martha (Woodbury) 
Kurth, Mrs Lindsay March, Cora May Perry, Mrs. Paul D. Tapley; 
Row 4 Wesley C Plumer, Mrs Wesley C. Plumer, Mrs. H Laton 
Jackson, H Laton Jackson, Andrew Adams, Howard H. Sewall, Mrs. 
Harold E (Amy 0 ) Pratt Harold E Pratt, Richard A Kurth, Lindsay 
J March, George A J Froberger, Paul D Tapley.
New officers: pres. George S. Ginsberg, v.p. Roger C. Castle, sec. 
Emilie (Kritter) Josselyn, treas. Roger C. Castle.
SENIOR ALUMNI
Row 1: William E Nash ’17, Joseph McCusker ’17, Francis Head ’18, 
Raymond H Fogler ’15, Samuel Collins ’19, John L. Collins ’10, 
Weston Evans ’18, Forrest P. Kingsbury ’11, Lore Rogers ’96, Frances 
(Jones) Bearce ’15, Ruby Cooper, Burke Bradbury ’16; Row 2 Ernest 
A. Porter ’03, Earl R. Brawn ’17, Richard E McKown ’17, Lawrence P. 
Libby ’20, Karl MacDonald ’07, George K Wadlin ’17, Mrs. George K. 
Wadlin, Henry Butler ’20, Winifred Kritter ’16, Arthur E. Silver ’02, 
Howe W Hall ’14, Parker M Cooper ’11, Row 3‘ Lena (Page) 
Spaulding ’20, George Hansen ’17, William E. Schumpf ’12, Garth A. 
Noyes ’17, Dr Hershel Libby ’16, Robert W. Averill ’20, Julius H. 
Kritter ’16, Carl S. Johnson ’17, Flora (Howard) Mayo ’17, Freeman
W Sampson ’05; Row 4 Mary (McLean) Noyes ’22, Christine North­
rup ’19, Royal G Higgins ’17, Mrs. Royal G. (Alma G.) Higgins, 
Myrtle Dempsey, Walter 0 Harvey ’09, Mrs Ernest T. Walker, Nelson 
E Smith ’11, A P Wyman ’07, Mrs A P. Wyman, Albert Conley 
’ll George Bearce ’ll, Row 5 George F Sweet ’17, Howard B Hiller 
’17 Edmund J Dempsey ’17 Mrs Richard E. (Betty) McKown, 
Ernest T Walker’11 Ar thio Richardson ’11, Mrs Arthur Richardson, 
Warren Beckler ’17 Albert D. Conley ’11
New officers: pres. John L. Collins ’10, v.p. Weston S. Evans ’18, 
sec.-treas. Charles E. Crossland ’17, aud. William E. Schrumpf ’12.
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MR. JAMES A. GANNETT 
166 Main Street
Orono, Maine 04473
/
The Knights are moving through their late eighties 
with their usual unsteady pace.
The passing of another member of the 
class is reported in this issue of “The
Maine Alumnus,” a member of the Col­
lege of Law alumni. Harry B. Greeley, of Hampden. 
Harry had been retired from active work for some
time
A wonderful thing, the telephone' The other 
evening I dialed George Fogg, one of our four grad­
uates from the Two-Year Course in Agriculture. I 
reached George at the home of his daughter in Ot­
ter Creek where he is living, following his recent 
return from the hospital In spite of his physical con­
dition he sounded alert while we discussed our re­
spective ailments as old age approaches George 
retired from his Raleigh Route several months ago.
Members of 1908 who live in the South or go to 
Florida for the winter missed out on some records 
for snowfall and cold weather which we, who stayed 
home in New England, enjoyed to the full' The 
snowfall of 141 1/2 inches was a record for the Port­
land area In easily understood data, our driveway 
at 166 had to be plowed out 16 times last winter as 
against seven times the year before.
An optimistic letter from Elon Brown of Norway 
deserves to be printed in full, if space permitted 
Elon wrote in part. “Got the announcements for 
Commencement at U. of M but will not be able to 
come this year as I have given up the long drives 
alone as the cars are so thick and all are in such a 
hurry. I always enjoy the week especially the Alumni 
Breakfast with all you good old friends Yes, I am 
still going strong and working at the store as usual 
Been with L M Longley & Son for 30 years now 
Have a nice garden, early stuff all up Peas, Lettuce, 
Radishes, Turnips. Beets. Potatoes, Parsnips and 
Cabbage I love a garden As one man has said 
‘Man is nearer God in a garden than any place on 
earth’ Have been very well all these years, 88 win­
ters and 87 summers Try to live by the Good Book 
Life has always been good to me and I have enjoyed 
my work and friends ” Thanks, Elon
MR. ALBERT K GARDNER
302 Golf Road
Plymouth. N. C.
11 Nice letter from Ernie Lamb - He and
If) Polly had just returned from California 
’ where they had visited Dave who had
returned from Vietnam after 10 months as a war re­
porter. Dave is now associated with the Los Angeles 
Times It pleases all of us that he is back safely
Phil Simonton is our best correspondent, he wrote 
in March that nine of his High School Class of 18 
are still 
respond 
thinking
Zelma
both look forward to June when we trek to Boothbay 
Harbor Friends - big trout - Clayton Lake - Wow'
27962
living and that (imagine) six of them cor- 
Am sure that you in 1910 know what I am
has improved quite a bit down here but we
MR. GEORGE D. BEARCE 
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport,
Z11
Maine 04416
The officers and some members of the 
1911 Class made the special decision to 
hold their 60th Reunion, and letters were
sent to all of the living Classmates that the Reunion 
would be held at the University in Orono on the 
evening of Friday June 11, 1971
A group of about 16 gathered with their wives and 
enjoyed a fine dinner at the Inn and talked over old 
times as well as current affairs at the University and 
other events The members who came were A. B. 
“Rick” Richardson, N Y.C & Rockland, Class Pres. 
Nelson E. “Nemo” Smith from Sarasota, Fla ; Al­
bert Verrill of Westbrook Ernest T. Walker, Ft 
Lauderdale, Fla and Mirror Lake, N H ; Parker 
Cooper, Albion Albert Conley, Freeport, Ben B. 
Whitney, Bangor, and George D. “Bruce” Bearce, 
sec’ty Bucksport
MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
9 Westmoreland Drive
The evening was enjoyed by all, and letters were 
read and reports given from a number of our Class­
mates who could not come because of the distance 
to travel and other reasons
West Hartford, Connecticut 06117
z09
I hear from Walter Harvey occasionally 
He is now trying to recruit a few class­
mates to join him in Orono for Com­
mencement and Reunion.
With great sadness I record the death of Mrs 
Jesse H Mason (Mollie) on May 4 For the class 
I extend deepest sympathy to Jess and his family
We were glad to hear from Don Oak of Tulsa, 
Okla , and 1 talked to L.J. “Dutch” Wertheim of 
Ormond Beach, Fla , and he does not travel far 
Oliver Holmes plans to come to Maine but cannot 
make it until late in June as he had an operation. 
We stopped to see George A. “Gap” Phillips in 
Groton, Conn , and he has other plans Also Forrest 
Kingsbury and Louis Geery could not make it.
CLASS OF 1911. Row 1 Forrest Kingsbury, Nelson £ Smith, Mrs Albert Conley, Mrs Parker Cooper, 
Parker Cooper, Mrs Arthur Richardson, Row 2 George D Bearce, Frances (Jones) Bearce ‘15, Ernest T. 
Walker, Mrs. Ernest T. Walker, Albert Conley, Arthur Richardson
MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Ave., 
Orono, Maine 04473
/
and was a school superin- 
his ambition to become a 
from Boston University in 
practice in Kingfield. “The-1927 started
retired several years ago, but still see 
writes 
three
He has two children, four grand­
great-grandchildren. His hobby is 
ancestry includes William Brew- 
the Mayflower band which came
Walter Hanson, retired from the hard­
ware business which he started in 1914. 
Son, Fred ’41 is carrying on the business. 
Forced by urban renewal to move to a new location, 
Walter says the move proved to be very beneficial. 
Although he misses his business friends, he keeps 
busy at home, at his summer home in Brooklin on 
the coast and at his camp “out East.” Arthur A. 
Hammond retired in 1967 after 50 years in the shoe 
business as a manufacturer and salesman He at­
tended Maine for a short time and then graduated 
with a Ph C degree from Columbia University. In 
good health for a man of 83. he says he keeps busy 
on an eight-acre farm which he purchased at retire­
ment He hopes to get to Maine more often. Clarence 
J. Dunlap taught school 
tendent before realizing 
doctor He got an M D 
1926, and in 
oretically, I 
patients,” he 
children and
genealogy, and his 
ster, the leader of 
to America in 1620 William E. Hebard retired in 
1958 after 33 years in the teaching field as principal 
and superintendent of schools. Thirteen years with 
the American Optical Company followed this. He 
plans to attend our 1971 alumni activities Harlan H. 
Sweetser says that he is in pretty good health, but 
with activities somewhat restricted because of a heart 
condition. He retired in 1965 as county highway 
engineer for Cumberland County, following 27 years 
of service Charles Tartre says he and his wife are 
pampered too much with three married children and 
nine grandchildren, but they like it' Ralph J. Flint, 
East Hiram, retired after construction jobs and 20 
years in a surveying business he built up He has two 
sons, two daughters, 13 grandchildren and two great­
grandchildren Warren Savary has been busy re­
novating a house he purchased Color photography 
is his hobby and he was formerly very active in the 
Photographic Society of America. His specialty is 
nature photography
MR. ROY W. PEASLEE
60 Boh Bog Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
/ By now you may have read that the Class of 1914 is back in the old ball game with 
an ancient pitcher, “Bid” recalled from 
the Bow, N H , Bush League. And we need some hits 
to stay in the game Singles will do if you cannot 
make a grand slam. Don’t wait for your “obit”. If 
you do, you won’t hear the cheers from the bleachers 
or smell the flowers.
I live on a farm in the town of Bow, N H., now 
a bedroom town for the city of Concord Drive out 
sometime when you are in New Hampshire.
MRS. PERCY JACKMAN 
(Laura P. Hodgins) 
31 Calais Avenue
Calais, Maine 04619
/ In the early spring Ross Varney wrote saying that while listening to the Metro­
politan Opera broadcast of “La Boheme”, 
with Dorothy Kirsten, prima donna, he heard an an­
nouncer say that Madame Kirsten was celebrating 
her 25th year in grand opera and that she started her 
musical career with the help and encouragement of 
J. Diddy Doyle, a New York journalist. Checking 
with Rosemary (Brennan) Doyle now living in Castro 
Valley, California, I learned that it was really her 
husband and our classmate. Rosemary wrote that 
Diddy had helped launch many musicians on their 
careers but were not as appreciative as Mme. 
Kirsten, who had expressed her appreciation to her, 
Diddy’s widow Thanks, Ross, for the suggestion.
A letter from Jedediah Earle Weeks tells us that 
he has returned from Korea, where for many years 
he had served as chief engineer consultant to the 
Korean Federal Government Economic Commission 
as a United States government worker. Retiring 
from that position in 1962, he was employed by the 
Korean Railroad until early this year. His counsel­
ling service in Korea, although mostly technical, also 
called for work along spiritual, social, and economic 
lines. He plans to devote his time in Galveston, 
Texas, where he is residing, to pastoral counselling 
in hospitals and homes. In his opinion there would be
13
less campus unrest if students' curriculum included 
work in such areas as music, drama, oratory, debat­
ing, and sports
MR FRANCIS HEAD 
73 Westchester Ave. 
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
/
The news is all from a letter from Ernest 
J. Turner in Delaware Bursitis in a hip 
may spoil his golf game Ernest called on 
Roger Hill in Plaistow, N H and found him doing 
well, but taking it easy He had a bunch of heart 
throbs a few years ago Trank Libby, in Michigan 
also has to go easy Voyle (Red) Abbott has not 
been heard from recently Writers cramp or disabil­
ity’ Or Florida inertia9
MRS. BETTY MILLS TOWNER 
500 Orange St.
New Haven, Conn. 06511
/
Ma Jordan, who taught at Central High School for 
many years, is conducting the class She is a mem­
ber of the D A R Leon Marshall—“retired from ex­
tension service, 4-H club work, ’65—until last No­
vember did milk testing for butter fat Now free to 
trim wildly spreading multiflora rose hedges or at­
tend a reunion (with wife and eldest daughter) 
Had a month touring Florida from top to bottom, 
east to west, camping in state parks, visiting 
friends and staying in motels—enjoyed every min­
ute even though fish weren’t very cooperative ”
Now that our 50th Reunion is a matter of de­
lightful history, your committee wishes to thank all 
of you who helped in so many ways to make the 
weekend memorable Your many letters and tele­
phone calls to classmates were in large part respon­
sible for the record attendance
Again our warmest appreciation for this 1921 
teamwork'
a limited amount of pleasure from this land by 
improving the landscape with trees, green grass 
and flowers
MRS. WILLIAM W. RICH
(Ruth Spear)
Greenwood Ave.
Prides Crossing, Mass. 01965
/ Dr. Doris (Twitchell) Allen has
* ) < named one of the Women of the
in Cini
Verne Beverly, your President, writes 
that Stan Currier and his wife called on 
him Stan usually visits Sarasota as he is 
an avid baseball fan Henry and Grace Butler were 
in that area and called—found no one at home so 
left a note It would be wise to telephone ahead, says 
Verne It was good to hear that “Jackie” Eleanor 
Jackson got to the North shore Alumni dinner and 
enjoyed meeting Don Stewart and the speaker who 
gave her transportation to the dinner
June 27 will find me heading for Maine and my 
cottage at Contention Cove in Surry Do drop in if 
you can or write me news of yourself or our class­
mates Send your notes to me for the next issue at 
RFD #3 Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine 04605, 
through August
MR. LESLIE W. HUTCHINS
30 Alban Road
Waban, Mass. 02168 
/ One event the death of Everett K. Mansfield, has left us mourning one of 
the most friendly men to graduate from 
our university He was a Maine man from top
to bottom, and whenever possible hired Maine 
graduates and purchased supplies from Maine men 
from his various executive positions in the paper 
industry He was a real friend at the university 
An announcement in the Lewiston Sun dated
MRS. STORMONT JOSSELYN
(Emilie Kritter)
229 Kenoza Avenue
Haverhill,
'21
rent—also
Massachusetts 01830
Gardner French— retired in '63 after 43 
years with N E T and T Have three 
cottages at Spruce Head Island which 1 
rent two wharfs to lobster companies
Really enjoy life mowing lawns, hoeing gardens, 
cutting wood, carpentering One son, two grands!” 
Verna Norton—‘ retired ’61 after 42 years teaching
February 2 1971 related a forthcoming lecture
before the Stanton Bird Club in Auburn by Charles 
Leslie Eastman about his hobby in retirement 
Maine flora He is a county agent emeritus and has 
worked with Albert Nutting, ’27, Commissioner of 
Forestry, and with Roger Clapp head of the agri­
cultural department at the university From this 
experience in our great outdoors, few people could 
be better qualified to lecture on a subject of such 
universal interest He was to discuss the innumerable 
conditions under which 32 classifications of flowers 
would grow as well as indicate the shruberry 
used for floral background Thanks to the Charles 
Eastmans in our lives, we can in retirement grasp
been 
Year 
V/ cinnati, Ohio Doris, who is known 
for her work in psychodrama, is an adjunct profes­
sor of 
where 
drama 
drama
Dons returns to the campus each summer to teach 
the course Her efforts to promote peace, particu­
larly her work with children, were outlined in an 
Enquirer” article about her selection As the 
founder of Children’s International Summer Vil­
lages, begun in Cincinnati in 1951, Doris and her 
organization have brought together 7,000 children 
from around the world Elizabeth Harkness writes 
from Lincolnville ‘ Each winter I live with my 
cousin Margaretta (Warren) Thurlow ’36, and nei­
ther wind nor weather has kept me from hiking 
one to three miles each day to keep the bird feeders 
filled at my house a half mile away, often using 
snowshoes As 1 go along the road flocks of friendly 
chickadees arc a great pleasure as they take sun­
flower seeds from my hand ’ Harriet (Weatherbee) 
True writes from Florida ‘ Since retiring from 
teaching for the fourth time, I have done a little 
substituting but spent much more time with my hob­
bies and clubs 1 have offices in P E O , D A R 
and D A C At the West Palm Beach Convention 
of the Daughters of American Colonists I served as 
State Chaplain We enjoyed Florida and have a 
good time watching the Red Sox games I hope 
our Maine friends will look us up if they come to 
Winter Haven ” Fred M. Wren writes from 3651 
Imperial Gardens Drive, St Ann, Missouri “I 
have an extra copy of the 1923 Prism which I 
picked up in a secondhand bookstore If anyone 
is interested in it, please contact me ”
psychology at the University of Cincinnati, 
she established the first course in psycho- 
UMO is the first university to offer psycho- 
for credit during a summer session, and
—had much to enjoy travelling, study, working with 
young peope Now just a homebody’ books, maga­
zines, T V , music, sponsoring a neighborhood club 
started by my mother more than 60 years ago, also 
superintend our Sunday School which she also 
started plant three big gardens Am well and 
strong ” George Burgess—“have 20 hives of bees— 
plant 1/4-acre of glads—have workshop where ‘Prof’ 
Davee’s schooling in woodwork comes in handy 
From the farm I sell the hay standing Last year I 
took part in 12 old car parades I have a Champ­
ton Model T ” Harry Greenleaf—“left Portland for 
Mobile Manor, Ft Myers, in November Carnbean 
Cruise in March Home in May for our 50th ” 
Walter Hatch—“still active and working from my 
law offices in Wells—no thought of retiring'” Arthur 
Chapman—“officially retired as of January, ’71, 
spent five weeks in St Thomas Before leaving 1 
split a quarter cord of fireplace wood, so you can 
see I’m still in fair condition for which I am duly 
thankful, and also the fact I can be at reunion ”
J. Fred Tingley—“retired in ’66 after 28 years as 
Town Clerk and Treasurer at Millinocket Am re­
covering from broken hip so doubt if I’ll get to re­
union Greetings to all my classmates ” Ernest D. 
Ober—“celebrated 77th birthday in November—a 
retired poultry farmer—in Pennsylvania for over 40 
years Four children—four grands ” Ralph Ranger— 
“we spend our winters at Crosswinds Mobile Home 
Court, St Petersburg, where there are 43 other 
Maine people (four U of M couples) Sold our 
home in Fairfield and moved to Kennebec River in 
Skowhegan on Route 201 Welcome to all Maine 
friends ’’ Robert J. Cohen—“my past years of ‘break­
neck speed’ have slowed down to a possible 
sprained ankle jog’ My 71st birthday finds me with 
all my faculties minus some teeth and hair Squash, 
tennis, and grandchildren represent my prime inter­
ests, however, business has a habit of interfering 
The 50th anniversary of ’21 is one in which I 
most definitely want to be a participant My check 
for Class Fund enclosed ”
“Class in Session,” short courses in current 
events, are offered to patients at the Manchester, 
N H , V A Hospital to help them ‘catch up on 
what is going on in the world outside.’ Volunteer
CLASS OF 1917. Row 1 Howard Hiller, Carl Johnson E J Dempsey, Joseph McCusker, Charles Cross­
land; Row 2 George K Wadlin, Mrs George K Wadlin, George E Hansen, Mrs E J Dempsey, William 
E Nash, Flora (Howard) Mayo, Row 3 Mrs Royal G (Alma) Higgins, Sr, Mrs Richard E (Betty) Mc­
Kown, George F Sweet, George A Noyes, Warren Beckler, Row 4 Royal G Higgins, Sr, Richard E 
McKown, Elizabeth N Merrill, Mrs Earl R (Eleanor) Brawn, Earl R Brawn
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MRS. CLARENCE C. LITTLE 
(“Bea” Johnson)
Little Haven 
RFD #1 
Ellsworth,
'2
and Morocco, writes “If you want a fascinating, 
but strenuous, trip, do take this Morocco is like 
being in another world ”
Maine 04605
There’s no news this month except the 
passing of four of our classmates Re­
cent deaths include Edward Samuel 
Finks, Willard Walker Spear, Albion King Wallace
(obituaries in April/May issue) and Morton C. 
Whitcomb The Class of ’24 extends sympathy to 
loving survivors of these fellow classmates
Nature’s eternal blessing. Lady Spring, has come 
to Maine, and we are absorbing the beauty of the 
fresh green leaves, early flowering bulbs and melo­
dious songs of the colorful migrant birds.
If any of you come our way this summer, drop 
in to see us It seems as though we are almost the 
only people who are not going to Europe this 
season.
I
MRS. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF 
(Mildred G. Brown)
84 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04473
Clncc <<Class “prexy” Bob Haskell, also presi­
dent of the Bangor Hydro-Electric Com­
pany, has been elected to the board 
of directors of Diamond International Corporation 
“Bob” is also president and director of the Maine 
Electric Power Company. “Bob”, a former governor 
of the State of Maine, attended the opening of 
the 105th Legislature in Augusta Four ’25ers at­
tended the Chi Omega Alumnae outing at Green 
Lake Elizabeth Lawler, Rubena Pressey, Alice 
Bunker Dowd and your secretary “Lawler”, re­
tired from the post office at Southwest Harbor, is 
“busier than ever ” “Al” Repshaw, Lafayette, La , 
u another retiree We hope he will get back to 
Maine at 
in Egypt 
Dwelley, 
was the 
Telstar High School, Bethel, in May “Zeke 
of the most widely known men in Maine sports and 
outdoor life Verner Robinson, retired from ed­
ucational work, in Waltham, Mass , scoots back 
and forth to Lubec, where he is “fixing to retire 
We hope he will get back to the University of 
Maine for alumni events Hope (Norwood) Bannister 
just returned from a trip to Spain, Portugal
reunion time to tell us of his experiences 
as a teacher at the university “Zeke” 
veteran director of Allagash canoe trips, 
main speaker for the Telstar Boosters, 
” is one
MRS. TRYGVE HEISTAD 
(Shirley Roberts) 
Box 212 
Manchester, Maine
/ Spofford
ident of 
retired May 1 after more than 43 years 
with the company He will continue to serve on the 
CMP board of directors, to which he was elected 
in 1963 Giddings joined CMP in January, 1928. 
A U. of M engineering graduate, he was an assist­
ant engineer with the Maine Public Utilities Com­
mission before coming to CMP He was an engineer 
in the operating department at the general office 
until January, 1929, when he was made assistant 
to the operating engineer. In 1933 he went to Gar­
diner as district superintendent and in 1936 was 
made assistant manager of the northern division 
at Waterville He served as northern division man­
ager from 1946 until 1962, when he was named 
a vice president and manager of division operations. 
He was elected executive vice president by the 
board of directors in January, 1966 He is a director 
and vice president of the Kennebec Federal Savings 
and Loan Association, a corporator of the Waterville 
Savings Bank, a director and executive committee 
member of the Waterville Area Industrial Develop­
ment Corporation and a member of the University of 
Maine Foundation A past president and trustee of 
the Kennebec Water District, he also served as a 
trustee 
active 
Chest, 
Scouts
Fuller
grandchildren
Austin H. Wilkins, Maine Forest Commissioner, 
was the recipient of the National U S Forest Ser­
vice forest fire control award for 1971. The award 
is presented each year to a professional forester 
who has exemplified himself by outstanding perform­
ance in the field of forest fire control
04351
Giddings, executive vice pres- 
Central Maine Power Company,
of Coburn Classical Institute He has been 
in the Chamber of Commerce, Community 
hospital, Red Cross, Boys Club and Boy 
He is married to the former Frances “Snow” 
’28. They have a son, a daughter, and four
A named scholarship fund of $10,000 has been 
given by George R Wallace in honor of D. Dick 
Uong, who was associated with the Fitchburg Paper 
Company for 39 years until his retirement in 1965 
“Dick” is a charter member of the Pulp and Paper 
Foundation of which he was a director 1956-58
CLASS OF 1926. Row 1: Mrs. Paul (Shirley) Atwood, Leah (Smith) Wyman '24. Oscar Wyman, Shirley 
(Roberts) Heistad, Oren F. Fraser, Mrs Willis (Virginia) Barrows, Willis Barrows, Ross 2‘ Paul Atwood, 
Mrs. Karl F. (Barbara) Switzer, Trygve Heistad, Mrs Frank (Leona) McDonald, Frank McDonald, Helen 
Little, Kenneth O Plumer, Row 1. Wallace H Elliott, Ruth (Spear) Rich ’21, Karl F Switzer, Ernest B 
Scott, Guilbert R Little, Lawrence L Buck, Mars M Roche; Ross’ 4 William W. Rich, Harold E McKen­
ney, Frances (Fuller) Giddings ’28, Spofford Giddings, Mrs Ralph Parkman, Ross’ 5 Mrs Harold McKenney. 
Helen N Mayo, J. M Hamilton, Leone (Dakin) Nutting, Jessie W. Hussey, Ralph Parkman
New officers: pres. Oren F. Frazer, v. p. Willis M. Barrows, sec. Shirley (Roberts) Heistad, treas. Oscar L. 
Wyman.
In 1955 he made a gift of $1,000 to the university 
for a fund to be loaned to foreign students, especially 
any from China
Our sympathies to Wallace H. Elliott, his son and 
grandchildren upon the death of Mrs. Marie A 
Elliott, who died unexpectedly at her home on 
March 23
MRS. EARLE R. WEBSTER 
(Peg Preble) 
93 Norway Road 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
i —j More responses to our Class
) / ter If we haven’t heard from you
• you can’t find the questionnaire—write 
anyway Kenneth S. Field has retired after 29 years 
with Ebasco. A registered professional engineer in 
New York and in Texas, Ken was a Fellow of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and other 
outstanding engineering organizations. His work 
has carried him all over the U.S. and South America, 
and in the near future we hope to learn of his re­
tirement plans. Both the Worcester Sunday Telegram 
and the GRA Reporter (Governmental Research 
Association) have honored John H. Mahoney with 
write-ups covering his 40 years with the Worcester 
Taxpayers Association, 39 of them as executive 
director. Retirement plans are tentatively set for 
October 1, 1971 John has a son, daughter and six 
grandchildren. Showcase Cinemas, West Spring­
field, Mass., is exhibiting paintings by Abba Colburn 
Fernaid. She describes her work as “expressionism 
with a modern touch.” Lewis (Jack) Carpenter has 
retired from International G.E. and now relaxes by 
“consulting, traveling, gardening, making maple syr­
up, raising Christmas trees, taking pictures, fishing, 
and rounds out the week as an active church trustee 
and choir member.” Sure a busy retirement! Jack 
has five children and nine grands Seldon J. Pearce 
retired in ’65 and follows the same course of re­
laxation, substituting square dancing and bowling 
for the Christmas trees and maple syrup. Seldon 
travels extensively and is “covering the face of the 
globe ” He has two married daughters and five 
grandchildren. June through September usually 
finds him on the west shore of Lake Cobbosseeconte, 
Winthrop
Our sympathy to Jane and Donna on the death 
of their father, Wilson James. “Jake” was president 
of Wight’s Sporting Goods Company Always a 
member of our local reunion planning committee, 
his help will be greatly missed. While out at Bangor 
High School working on the AAUW Community 
Theater Project, I ran into Christine MacLaughlin 
Roberts and we replayed a few field hockey games. 
Chris teaches math at the high school under the 
Model Schools Program and “lovesit.” No plans 
for retirement, but when she does she plans to 
travel. Doris Rideout Huestis says grandmothering 
for six, plus bridge and golf keep her busy, and six 
months of her year are spent in Scottsdale, Arizona. 
Richard Clark retired from G.E. in June, 1968, and 
now divides his seasons between De Bary, Fla. and 
Rutland, Vt. Dick has two sons and a daughter, 
Louise (Clark) Ellis ’63. This month Dick plans to 
have cataracts removed so he will be able to “see 
all” at our reunion in ’72. The Websters will be 
thinking of you, Dick—Danny is temporarily 
grounded after the same operation. George Dow 
wrote that he and Myrtle were able to get up to 
the big open house retirement party and reception 
for Leone (Dakin ’26) and Al Nutting in the 
Forestry Bldg. As you all know, the building was 
named for Al. The previous week Phi Mu Delta 
fraternity honored him at a dinner attended by 150. 
Al has been the fraternity’s alumni advisor since 
1931. Besides a collection of bound letters from 
friends and colleagues, he was presented with a 
chainsaw and snow blower for use on the Nutting’s 
farm at Otisfield. Our best wishes to Al and Leone.
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Agent let- 
and
MRS. ELDWIN WIXSON SR.
(Hope Craig) 
Oaknole, Rt. 2 
Winslow, Maine 04901 
I A letter from Doris (“Bunny” Spencer)
' / X Libbey ’27, told of the sudden death
2— O April 28 of Eleanor (Fitzherbert) Shaw 
(Mrs. Richard A.) Eleanor received her master’s 
degree from Maine in 1942. “Bunny” mentions 
that she had no children. Her husband survives. 
Our sympathy to him.
While in Plymouth, N. H., recently visiting my 
son, Dr. Eldwin, Jr. ’53, I met a woman from La­
conia, N. H., who was a friend of the Elmer Kelsos.
CLASS OF 1931. Row 1- Donald Henderson, Mrs Donald (Florence) Henderson, Jennie (Davidson) 
Jackson, Philip Brockway, Theodore Bickmore Mrs Theodore (/elma) Bickmore, Willard Parris Louise
(Durgan) Hammons, Roger L Annis, Ethel (Thomas) Sezak Mildred (Merrifield) Walter E Ashley Walter,
Row 2 Malcolm Des me, Mrs Malcolm Devine Beatrice (Spiller) Nadeau Dorothy (Haskell) McGaw, Mrs 
Arvo (Elizabeth) Solander Katherine (Whitcomb) Butler Parker G Cushman Mrs Willard A Parris, Mrs 
Frank E Patten Samuel Sezak I Raymond Marsh, Francis McGuire Florence (Ward) Flhot Maxine
(Harding) Goode. Bernard L Snyder Helen B Hodson, Frank E Patton Myra F Holmes Ross 4 Mrs
Raymond Marsh, Lmssood Elliot William E Hamblet Eleanor Thompson W Donald MacKenzie Mrs W 
Donald (Nell) MacKenzie Elmer E Hodson, Jacob Holmes, Ross 5 A no Solander Verne Snoss Mrs 
Verne (Mary) Snow, Ralph Davis, Mrs Ralph (Dores) Das is William Wells
New officers: pres. Parker Cushman, v.p. Philip J. Brockway, sec. Francis S. McGuire, treas. Louise (Durban) 
Hammons, pers. ed. Ethel (Thomas) Sezak.
been nominated to the Board of Directors of United 
Aircraft Corporation The “Springfield Shopper,” 
a Bellows Falls, Vt , weekly newspaper, reported in 
its issue of April 8, 1971, that Frank Armstrong, as­
sistant forester with the University of Vermont’s 
Agricultural Experiment Station, who is perfecting 
a linear programming system to increase forest 
productivity by letting a computer plan harvest 
schedules has found an enthusiastic advocate for 
his experiment in Curtis M. Hutchins, “a University 
of Maine Forestry graduate and Chairman of the 
Board of the Dead River Company, Bangor, Maine”
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“Kel” graduated in ’27 and Dorothy (Bradford) m 
29 “Bunny”, Dot and I were sorority sisters 
“Kel” has retired from the Forest Service and this 
woman said at the present time they were not in 
Laconia
A clipping from the alumni ofhee showed a 
picture of Dr. Vincent Breaker readying a child’s 
arm for a smallpox vaccination at a clinic in Lewis- 
tion His address is 85 Wood Street, Lewiston
MR. REGINALD H. MERRILL, SR.
89 Center St.
Brewer, Maine 04412
Norman C. “Bricky” Winch is a mail 
1 clerk for the US Government Highway
f post office, running between Bangor and 
Portland “Bricky” has been associated with this 
federal agency for 34 years He and his wife, 
Madalene, who were married on November 6, 1936, 
and reside on Kaier Street, Winterport, have one 
daughter, two sons and eight grandchildren The 
“Miss Reliable” of our class, Mary Reed, who has 
been associated with the University of Maine
Library since 1930, is retiring in June Mary plans 
to spend her time gardening and puttering around 
her home at 48 Pierce Street, Orono, and she loves 
to travel For a starter, Mary is planning to take 
a trip to Alaska this summer Stanley G. “Doc” 
Winch retired in August, 1970, after having spent 
34 years in the aircraft engine division of The 
Curtis Wright Corporation Prior to this “Doc” 
spent four years as a pilot in the U S Air Corps 
He and Mrs. Winch have two children, a married 
son employed by R C A as an electrical engineer, 
and a daughter who is working on her master’s 
degree under a scholarship The Winches expect 
their first grandchild in May, 1971 Their winter 
address is a mobile home at 41 Silk Oak, 3018 U S 
19 N, Clearwater, Fla , while they spend their 
summers in a cottage on Lovell Lake, Sanbornville, 
N H 03872 Roger C. “Shag” Wilkins, chairman 
and chief executive officer of the Travelers Corpor­
ation, who recieved a fine writeup in the April - 
May, 1971, “Maine Alumnus,” has made the head­
lines again It was reported in the March 29, 1971, 
Hartford Connecticut “Times” that “Shag” has
MRS. ERNEST J. PERO
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581
/ The spring issue of “To Dragma,” AOII magazine, showed a fine picture of 
Dorothy Mayo Morris as she sponsored 
a new chapter of AOII on the SIU campus, where 
Dot’s husband, Delyte, is the president Franklin 
“Prexy” Pearce, a member of the Malden (Mass ) 
Housing Authority board for almost 20 years, has 
been elected chairman of the board He is also
operator of a real estate and insurance agency 
with offices at 6 Pleasant St Norwood Mansur was
elected commander of Fitzgerald-Cummings Post, 
American Legion, m Augusta at the recent annual 
meeting At the end of the school year I am retiring 
from many years of teaching In July my husband 
and I plan to leave on a trip to the Canadian 
Northwest and California We will return in August 
to attend our son’s wedding Then we look forward 
to traveling when and if we feel like it
We hope it will be a pleasant summer for all of 
you
MISS ANGELA MINIUTTI
P.O. Box 114
No Berwick, Maine 03906
i virs. Liuyu vrucwei
< i dietitian and cook 
vJ X- Colonv. was a recer
M lo d Crock tt (Louise Washbum) 
: at the MacDowell 
y, nt speaker at the Sup­
in Peterborough, N H A member and 
president of the Peterborough Garden
per Club 
past vice 
Club she spoke on “Thoughts of Spring Gardening 
Raymond A. Hunter of Augusta, maintenance en­
gineer in the operating department Central Maine 
Power Company, recently observed his 35th 
niversary with the company He is married to 
former Hazel Marguerite Trask They have 
daughters and a son President Winthrop Libby 
the guest speaker at the annual meeting of 
Northern Connecticut Alumni Association He 
cussed university activities and the university’s 
to meet the changing needs and requirements 
university student of the ’70s
We extend our deepest sympathy to Dr. 
S. Carbone of Beverly, Mass , in the death 
wife, Audrey, on February 6
an- 
the 
two 
was 
the 
dis- 
aim
of the
Frank 
of his
Complete Building
WATERPROOFING & RESTORATION
Commercial — Industrial — Institutional — Private
Quality restoration requires specialized experience and expert workmanship
— Our Services Include —
Repointing— Brick and stone repointing with non-shnnk mortars 
Sealants & Caulking — All type joints with materials selected for each 
Concrete Restoration — Repair and restoration of fractured or deteriorated walls 
Dampproofing — Building walls — structures — above and below grade 
Sandblast Cleaning — All types — masonry buildings — steel tanks — turbines 
Complete Insurance Coverage — Free Estimates
HASCALL & HALL, INC.
30 Market Street Telephone 775-1481 Portland, Maine
Rudy Violette ’50 Ed smith ’50
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MRS. WILLIAM J. MURPHY 
(Marjorie Moulton)
33 Deake Street
South Portland, Maine 04106
/ Sharing the attics and back bedrooms at Orono our freshman year really did 
something for us' I was saved this month 
by my freshman roommate!
Luthera (Burton) Dawson edits training materials 
in the Internal Revenue Service in Washington. 
She has two sons, both married, and a grandson. 
Her twin brother, Leroy (Cy), retired in December 
after 38 years at government service. We join Luth­
era in warning him that he should start planning 
on Orono for our 40th reunion' Luthera is talking 
of turning in her red pencil for retirement life in 
Maine, “having first spent my retirement check on 
several pairs of long johns!” Luthera’s address is 
6102 Central Avenue, Capital Heights, Md. 20027.
’33 has added yet another first! Harold Doe has 
60 years at continuous service in the Bangor Sym­
phony Orchestra! This is believed to be a record in 
the entire history of the American Symphony Orches­
tra League! In addition to the Symphony he ‘ helps 
out” the Colby Community Orchestra, Forest Studio 
Orchestra at Hancock, and the University Orchestra' 
Music is a viable hobby, not his profession. His 
mam work has been as a teacher of English, al­
though he has instructed in music, too. He notes 
that he was from the first a violist, but went into 
the symphony in the second violin section, then 
switched to the first, spending 17 years as concert­
master. Congratulations to Harold 
musician and person.
Have a wonderful summer, and 
news!
Doe as a fine
get me lots of
MRS. GEORGIA RYDER HALL 
(Georgia B. Ryder)
P.O. Box 291
Calais, Maine 04619
z3/
Claire Sanders, 
as alumna ad-
I received a letter from 
who has stepped down 
visor to Delta Zeta sorority after twenty­
plus years. The local chapter gave a tea last fall 
in her honor and presented her with a gift. Thanks 
for the letter, Claire, and the clipping about Lillian 
Wall. Lillian, of West Broadway, Bangor, has been 
named “Life Member” of the American Speech and 
Hearing Association in Washington, D C She or­
ganized the first speech therapy classes for elementa­
ry school children in Bangor in 1962. She developed 
the first class for handicapped children in Maine at 
the Mary Snow School, Bangor, in 1935 and saw the 
program through there until 1961 She also es­
tablished the first camp for crippled children in 
Maine at Northport in 1941, and was president of 
the International Council for Exceptional Children 
in 1940 She attended Nasson College, Bangor Theo- 
.ogical Seminary, the University of Michigan, and 
Syracuse University. She received her bachelor’s de­
gree in psychology from the University of Maine 
and later received the M A. degree m special ed­
ucation. I am sure that the class will join me in 
saying “Well done, Lillian.” You have certainly 
dedicated your life to a most needed section of the 
educational field. I always admired your spunk and 
courage as a student, and I certainly feel that these 
qualities have remained steadfastly by you through 
the years.
Wayne S. Rich, Box 391, Concord, N H , has re­
tired He had served as president of the New Eng­
land Numismatic Association for 1970 and as chair­
man of the 26th annual convention, the first to be 
held in New Hampshire and the most successful 
financially of any held yet I understand that he 
still does appraising of coms and stamps for banks, 
estates, etc., and does some dealing in coins and 
stamps. Did I hear that your coin collection was 
appraised a 25,000 com collection9 I heard that 
Wayne picked 2333 bushels of apples last fall, and 
that this was the most of anyone in a crew of 
thirty, mostly young folks in their twenties It 
surely sounds as if Wayne had retired in good form 
and is still leading a most active life. Congratula­
tions to you.
Dwight L. Somers retired last December after 27 
years with Somers Thin Strip, Inc, an operating 
group of Olin’s Brass Division, and a leading manu­
facturer of thin-gauge copper and brass alloy strip 
as well as nickel, titanium and stainless steel pro­
ducts A native of Waterbury, Conn , he attended 
Crosby High School and received a B.S. degree in 
mechanical engineering at Maine. He moved to
CLASS OF 1936. Row 1: AL. Heald, Mrs A L. (Roselle) Heald, Clyde Higgins, Ruth (Goodwin) Stew­
art, John Sealey, Mrs Richard (Grace) Lunt, Row 2: Peter Weston, Porter Hennings, Elizabeth (Solveig) 
Hennings, Alice Lord, Ruth (Hinckley) McLaughlin, Donald Huff, Mrs Donald (Lynne) Huff; Row 3: 
Charlotte Currie, Thomas Reed, Mrs Thomas (Betty) Reed, Frederick A. Anderson, Mrs. Frederick (Ruth) 
Anderson, Kay R. Hodor, Virginia (Nelson) Sturgis; Row 4: Darrel B Currie, Kenneth M. Chute, Alfreda 
(Tanner) Black, Phyllis (Hamilton) Webster, Alice (Campbell) Wakefield, James A Wakefield, Dorothy (Jones) 
Smith; Row 5: Thomas Hill, John Black, Virginia Chute, Richard Lunt, Edward Webster, Robert Haggett, 
Temple Smith.
New officers: pres. John Sealey, Jr., v. p. Clyde E. Higgins, sec. Ruth (Goodwin) Stewart, treas. Harold 
Boardman.
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Pennsylvania in 1934 to became draftsman and indus­
trial engineer with Hygrade-Sylvama Corporation. 
In 1940 he returned to Waterbury as chief engineer 
for Somers Brass Company and, following two 
years service with the U S. Navy, he became plant 
engineer for Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., War­
ren, Pa Appointed secretary of Somers Brass in 
1949, he held that post until 1967 when he was ap­
pointed vice president for engineering of Somers 
Thin Strip, Inc., following acquisition of the com­
pany by Olin In January, 1969, he was appointed 
executive vice president and treasurer, and three 
months later he was named president. He is a mem­
ber of the executive committee and past chairman 
of the Mad River District of the Mattatuck Council 
of the Boy Scouts of America, a member of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, the 
American Ordnance Association, and the American 
Society for Metals. He plans to continue his resi­
dence in Waterbury
My humble apologies for my lapse in class notes. 
Last year I lost six close members of my family in­
cluding my brother and his wife who had lived 
with me for the past two and a half years, my step­
mother, a stepbrother, and two cousins. Last June, 
due to a cut in school appropriations, I lost my 
position as guidance counselor at Rumford. I 
realize this is no excuse, but I was exceedingly 
busy trying to find another position and making 
necessary adjustments During the summer I worked 
as a beauty consultant for Fashion Two Twenty. 
This year I have worked as a resource person for 
Indian Education
MRS. R. DONALD STONE
(Virginia Trundy) 
Hilltop Rd.
Dover, Mass. 02030
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versity of 
chairman
George Carlisle of Bangor, president 
of Prentiss and Carlisle, Inc., was re­
cently re-elected president of the Uni- 
Maine Foundation and will also serve as 
of the board of directors. The Founda­
tion, established in 1935, is a charitable, tax-free 
foundation which handles funds for scholarships 
and other endowment purposes as well as life in­
come plans. Henry Fales, manufacturing manager 
of the printing paper division of St. Regis Paper 
Company was one of the members of the mill 
management panel at the 12th Pulp and Paper Sum­
mer Institute at UMO in June.
We extend the sympathy of our class to Hope 
Whitman Dunn of North Windham on the loss of 
her husband, Richard, who died in February.
MRS. ALBERT TEMPLE SMITH 
(Dorothy Jones)
25 Thompson Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011
/ y Maj. Gen. Roland M. Gleszer, former- 
' < ly of Bangor, received a plaque in Wash- 
VJ ington, D. C from Mayor Walter E. 
Washington for his work with youth in the nation’s 
capital Maj. Gen. Roland M. Gleszer and his com­
mand, the Military District of Washington, sup­
ported a camp for underprivileged children at Point 
Lookout, Md , with equipment, personnel and 
guidance.
Two ads in “Downeast” magazine by classmates 
give clues to their present fields of interest: Georgia 
Weisendanger of Winthrop has a real estate ad, 
and Mildred (Dolliver) Chapman has an ad for her 
Harbouiside Inn at Northeast Harbor.
Read in the paper that Alice (Crowell) Lord, Port­
land, had a house warming, unfortunately not the 
social type but a fire. Luckily no one was injured, 
but there was considerable damage.
Fred E. Winch, Jr.
Congratulations to Fred 
E. Winch, Jr., Professor 
of Natural Resources at 
the N. Y. State College of 
Agriculture, Cornell Un­
iversity, who is this year’s 
recipient of the Heiberg 
Award of the New York 
State Forest Owners As­
sociation. Professor Winch 
was honored in Syracuse 
for his “contributions to 
the general welfare of 
forestry and conserva­
tion.” As an extension 
forester, he is responsible 
for the development of 
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forest resources for wood products, recreation and 
water resources A native of Massachusetts, Fred 
went from U of M to Cornell for his M S in 1937. 
In addition to his positions in this country, he has 
studied forestry management and multiple use of 
land in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Italy
MR. GEORGE TSOULAS
26 Beecher Park
Bangor, Maine 04401
/ Henry Lowe and wife, Iris '39, are now living in Kenya He is serving as general 
manager of Agricultural Finance Corpo­
ration Charles S. Russell, chemical engineer, for­
merly production manager of S D Warren Company 
a division of Scott Paper Company at Westbrook, 
has been promoted to manager of services and has 
been transferred to Muskegon, Mich In the same 
company, at the Westbrook mill 
Reynolds, Jr., (master’s degree in 
technology) was promoted from 
mtendent to superintendent of 
Andrew's, (B S 
Alger P. 
pulp and 
assistant 
coating
June (Clement) 
Dr Lucian H
Mirian (Hilton)
(Jack) 
paper 
super­
Fred 
degree in chemical engineering)
has been named technical director at the Androscog­
gin Mill of International Paper Company Fred is 
married to the former Pauline McCarthy of Liver­
more Falls They have two children and are living 
in Chisholm Miss Josephine Profita was awarded 
the “M” Award in behalf of the Southern Penob­
scot Alumnae Serving as ways and means chairman, 
Jospehme at Christmas time helped with its annual 
Christmas dessert-auction The auction proceeds 
provide scholarships for needy and deserving stu­
dents at the University of Maine 
Bowman was married in August to 
Scammon of Hollis Center
Notes about c’ass members from
Coffin (Mrs. John W.), 10209 Montgomery Avenue, 
Kensington, Md 20795 She is “currently president 
of the Montgomery County, Md , Alumnae Chapter 
of Phi Mu, as well as State Recommendations Chair­
man and Chapter Rec Chairman One of the chap­
ter members is Cora (Sharon) Leukart, who lives in 
Washington, D C, and works for the Health, Edu­
cation and Welfare Department in Bethesda. (The 
Chapter Secretary is also from U. of M , Julie Ledien 
St. Clair ’44)” In May Miriam visited Raymond 
and Ruth (Seavey) McGinley in Old Town, had a 
dinner-visit with Mary (Frost) Waterhouse in Mexico 
(Me ) and afternoon tea with Althea (Millett) Brown 
in Dover, Mass (Mary Frost was divorced from 
Arthur Grogan and married Norwood Waterhouse 
about two years ago) Mary is m charge of the 
school cafeteria program in the Rumford school 
system Ruth McGinley works part-time at the 
Old Town Public Library Miriam and Althea are 
homemakers only Eloise (Hutchinson) Meyers 
teaches at Old Town High School Mabel (Mayhew) 
Couper fives in Kensington, Md Her daughter, 
Barbara, is a senior at UMO this year Son Frank 
graduated from Dartmouth in ’68 and is m the Coast 
Guard Service in the Pacific Miriam says that she, 
Ruth and Althea each have two grandchildren'
Yours truly is looking forward to 1971-72 as the 
new King Lion for our very active and fun-loving 
Bangor Lions Club We meet every Wednesday 
noon at the Red Lion.
MRS. ARTEMUS WEATHERBEE
(Pauline Jellison) 
c/o American Embassy Manila 
APO San Francisco, California 96528 
/ A 'jreeni4(j h.av,ns
■ vz thtc cp
Greetings from Manila Today we are 
! our first major typhoon alert of 
this season, but I don’t think it will de­
velop into a big one Manila has really just recovered 
from Yoling, the disastrous typhoon we had in No­
vember. In fact, we just had the last hole in our 
roof patched.
Life continues to be very exciting for us In April 
we started off on another trip which combined busi­
ness for Art with pleasure for me. Our first stop, 
which was vacation for both of us, was Bali, truly 
the island Paradise No description can do justice 
to the beauty and exotic lushness of Bali. We spent 
four days basking on the beach, touring the island 
enjoying the Balinese dances, and shopping The cul­
ture of Bab is unique. It is Hindu, although most of 
Indonesia is Muslim, and has over ten thousand 
Hmdu temples. We were there during one of the 
Hindu festiva.s and everything was beautifully dec­
orated. We were intrigued by the religious proces­
sions of beautiful Balinese carrying fruit offerings on 
their heads. Our next stop was Djakarta. Our visit 
was a short one but we did have an opportunity to
drive into the mountains and see some of the huge 
tea plantations I was surprised to learn that In 
donesia is the sixth biggest country in the world
Singapore was our next port of call The A D B 
annual meetings were held there this year, so we 
had an opportunity to see many friends, old and new 
An active program was planned for the wives while 
the husbands worked, and we had a chance to sight­
see and shop Singapore is a shopper’s paradise, 
much like Hong Kong but smaller Every minute of 
our week was filled from early morning to late night 
with luncheons, cocktail parties, receptions, dinners 
and even breakfast meetings for Art
We flew from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur where 
we were guests of the Malaysian government for a 
few davs K L is a beautiful city that blends an­
cient and modern cultures We visited rubber p.anta- 
tions, tin mines, the new seaport, and were greatly 
impressed by the progress that is going on in this de­
seloping country
Our travels in Southeast Asia are proving to be 
most interesting and educational I had very little 
knowledge of the cultures of these countries and 
find them fascinating But most of all I like the 
people Every place we go we are meeting wonder­
ful people who are making us feel welcome and at 
home They have been most eager to introduce us 
to their countries and to open their homes to us 
and have treated us with great warmth and gen­
erosity
My next trip will be to Maine by way of Korea 
and Japan So maybe I’ll see some of you in August
MRS. DONALD W. BAIL
(Josephine Blake)
70 Wildrose Avenue
South Portland, Maine 04106
» ’ When Mainers get together they usual-
* J ly have some good fun and we’re going to 
tonight ” So announced former Governor 
John Reed, president of the Maine State Society 
Washington, DC at their spring meeting John 
then presented Don Taverner ’43 who proceeded to 
hilariously entertain his audience Further proof 
that the ‘ Mayor” has not lost his touch the next 
night he was scheduled to speak to 
Academy of Radio and Television 
Olive ’43 and Don live in Virginia 
cently reappointed Chairman of 
Transportation Safety Board by President Nixon
the American 
in Hollywood 
John was re- 
the National
Sympathy is extended to Janice Woodward Beedy, 
Standish whose husband Robert ’43 died April 23 
Bob was a chemistry teacher at Bonny Eagle High 
School There are two children, Enid and Dennis
Granted sabbatic leave from Bowdoin College 
is Prof. Edward G. Geary, Longfellow Professor 
of Romance Languages and Chairman of that de­
partment Ed holds advanced degrees from Colum­
CLASS OF 1941. Row 1 Elizabeth (Gammons) Hazam Beatrice (Gleason) Danforth, Dora (West) 
Blake, Mary (Boone) Smith Barbara (Or0) Utterback Mrs Borns (Risolee) Kleiner, Frances (Sawyer) Al­
fred, Jean M Pierce; Row 2 Anna (Vernll) Chandler Charlene (Perkins) Strang, Gabella (Crosby) Ship­
man, W Allen Hook, Borns C Kleiner, M H Whitten A B Tar bell John R Ds er, Row 3 Wilson Al­
ford, Carl Newhall, Donald Desoe, Dudley Utterback Arnold H Clark George H Ellis, Row 4 Mrs 
Frank (Helen) Shearer, Frank Shearer, Allen Walker, Jr, Angelo S Zieno, James H Hartwell, Walter 
Strang, Hartwell C Lancaster, Robert Willets
New officers: pres. Dudley Utterback, v. p. Harvey Whitten, sec. Beatrice (Gleason) Danforth, treas. Walter 
Strang.
Joseph J Albert
bia and Harvard Joseph 
J. Albert, Framingham, 
Mass , has been named 
assistant to the division 
commercial supervisor of 
New England Telephone 
Joe and Eileen (Samways) 
have a daughter, Martha 
Jo 17 and a son, Joseph 
J III, 15 Howard W. 
Merrill, vice president 
and general manager of 
Martin-Marietta Corpor­
ation Baltimore, has been 
appointed to the U of M 
Development Council 
Enjoyed getting a note 
from Ella Teague McCullough, Stratford, Conn Her 
husband. Stewart has been with Sikorsky Aircraft 
25 vears Linda is married John a sophomore at 
UConn and Jeffrey a high school sophomore Ella 
keeps busy with church work and homemaking
MRS. BREMNER H. BROWN 
(Marcia McCarthy) 
101 Main Street 
Groveland, Mass. 01834
, This is our
' Pleast help
year s notes 
year 
next 
news 
Ohio 
U S
last column for the 
Fran Donovan with 
by sending her your 
items Her address is 62 York Drive Hudson,
44236 Wendell Stickney is plant engineer for 
Polymeric, Inc in Stamford, Conn He lives in 
Springdale Conn Fred Herbolzhimer, Jr., has been 
named president of the Thilmany Pulp and Paper 
Co Kaukauna Wise Fred was formerly vice 
president of the company He and Phyllis (Danforth) 
live in Appleton Wise Recently elected a director 
of the Exeter (N H ) Banking Company was Roy 
A. Ladner. Roy serves as vice president and trea­
surer of the bank
MISS MARGUERITE COFFIN 
16 Avenue
Playa Del
/
62 
Rey, 
One 
was 
and
California 90291 
night last November 
asked to take a flying 
figuratively, to India
Dick Fuller 
trip, literally 
as herdsman 
for 35 voung bulls and 65 heifers being sent there 
by Heifer Project Inc a nationwide nonprofit, 
nonsectarian organization for sending livestock to 
underdeveloped countries These 100 cattle were 
donated principally by church and 4-H groups in 
Maine other New England states, and Ohio Dick 
is giving talks with slides to all interested groups 
in the Portland area (It’s a very rewarding work—I 
went to Mexico with a couple of goats and a 
group of teenagers in 1963 ) Dick and his wife, the 
former Mrs Marion Hays, attended the Quebec 
Winter Carnival and have recently taken trips to 
Squaw Mountain (where they met Jack Savage of 
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Brewer and Al Smaha ’45 of Bangor skiing) and 
to New Brunswick by way of Washington County 
Met with Lester and Audrey Gross in Camden, saw 
Ruth (Blaisdell) Silsbj in Ellsworth and Ethel (Fen- 
derson) Kelley ’45 in Calais, where she works on the 
Calais newspaper On the return they spent some 
time with Treston '42 and Priscilla Bubar and with 
Ivan ’45, and Mabel Bubar. Marion has a married 
daughter working at the Maine Medical Center, and 
a son in the U S. Army. Dick has one daughter, 
studying fashion merchandising at Bryant-Stratton 
in Boston, and two sons, both attending U.M. 
Portland
Colonel Fleetwood Pride, Jr., has assumed com­
mand of the U S Air Force’s 504th Tactical Air 
Support Group Cam Ranh Bay Air Base in Vietnam. 
He was in military service during World War II 
and has been on active duty continually since being 
called into service again in 1951 as a member of the 
Maine National Guard He has served with the 
Alaskan Air Command, Aerospace Defense Com­
mand, USAFE, Tactical Air Command, at USAF 
Headquarters, and at the Pentagon; he is scheduled 
for reassignment at Sembach AB, Germany, later 
this year The colonel and his wife, the former 
Marion J. Caster, have six children, the eldest of 
whom is a student at the U.S. Air Force Academy
MRS. EDWARD J. McFARLAND
Alice (Maney)
Osteopathic Hospital of Maine,
335 Brighton Ave.
Portland,
/
Inc.
Maine 04102
Barkley H. Goodrich
elected assistant vice
croft and Martin, Inc. Barkley will be
of the Leeds plant in charge of sa.es,
has recently been 
president of Ban-
manager 
manufacturing and engineering of concrete products 
“Bob” Chase’s son “Danny” has been accepted at 
UMO for the fall semester, ’71. He will enter the 
College of Engineering.
Had a nice letter from Norma (MacKenny) 
Peterson. The weekend after our 25th her son 
“Rob” was graduated from Dartmouth and com­
missioned an Ensign in the Navy Norma and her 
husband flew to the West Coast in August for a 
week with “Rob” before he shipped out for South­
east Asian waters. Talk about it being a small 
world, Sally (Lockett) Taylor taught the Petersons’ 
daughter "Pam” at Connecticut College in New 
London. Norma did not make the connection until 
she saw Sally and started talking to her at reunion 
To make the coincidence even more amusing, it 
seems “Pam” had dated Sally’s son Roy.
principal at Edward Little High School, Auburn. He 
also will serve as an assistant football coach.
CLASS OF 1946. Row 1. Donald Stebbins, Louise (Perkins) Stebbins, Judith Harris, John H Day; Row 
2: Virginia (Tufts) Chaplin, Mary (Spayler) Eddy, Harold R Fray, Jr, Harriet (Steinmetz) Fray, Marion 
(Crocker) Kennedy, Row 3: Mary (Libbi) Dresser, Elizabeth (Jameson) Duckett, Charles F Hass
New officers: pres. C. Donald Stebbins, v. p. Joan (Potter) Robart, sec. Harriet (Steinmetz) Fray, treas. 
Charles F. Hass.
BREWSTER ACADEMY
Lake Winnipesaukee
Modern curriculum, extensive elective program, 
innovative instruction, individual attention, de­
signed to accommodate the needs and captivate 
the interest of each student College Preparatory, 
Boys grades 9-12 and post graduate Enrollment 
110 Complete athletic program includes SAIL­
ING, HOCKEY, SKIING.
C Richard Vaughan Wolfeboro, N. H.
Headmaster 603-569-1600
We people in Maine have been watching with 
pride the pitching excellence of Jim Chaplin. Jim 
has had an excellent season for UMO Jim is the 
son of classmate Joe and “Giny” (Tufts ’46) 
Chaplin. Tom S. Boerke has received a promotion. 
He has been appointed marketing manager, paper 
machine division, at Rice Barton Corporation, 65 
Tainter St Worcester, Mass. Tom has spent more 
than 20 years in sales and marketing in the pulp 
and paper industry. He has been with Manchester 
Machine Company, Middletown, Ohio.
Harriet (Daws) Cousins has served as the chairman 
for the Bangor-Brewer Tuberculosis and Health 
Association Christmas Seals Sales. The association 
recently presented furniture for the newly redecor­
ated solaria area at the Eastern Maine Medical 
Center. Harriet also finds time to take an active part 
with the YWCA as a member of the executive 
board Carolyn (Bradley) Russell has been appointed 
head dietitian at the Mercy Hospital, Portland She 
had also moved to Scarborough, from Portland. 
As a resident of Scarborough myself. I am sure 
she will find it a beautiful place. I am pleased to 
have “Dottie” (Currier) & Bob Dutton’s daughter 
“Pam” join me at the hospital this summer. “Pam” 
is a foods and nutrition major at UMO.
MRS. CHARLES D. STEBBINS 
(Betty Perkins)
29 Oxford Street
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890
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B> the time you read this our 25th 
Reunion will have come and gone. I 
hope we saw you all there
Wallace J. Leahey has been named new assistant
MRS. WALTER C. BROOKS
(Peg Spaulding) 
56 Madison Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401
y i —j Harry Allen, M.D., 107 Bird Street, Need- 
2^ / ham, Mass., Associate Regional Health
• Director for Community Health Service
for the U S. Public Health Service, Boston, Massa­
chusetts, graduated in May from the Advanced Man­
agement Program of the Harvard University Grad­
uate School of Business Administration, in a cere- 
nomy at the Baker Library. He had been studying 
at the Business School since February 7. Grover B. 
MacLaughlin, who has served as Principal of Orono 
High School since September, 1951, retired January 
22 after serving as principal for more than 19 years. 
Mr. MacLaughlin, who has been an educator in 
Maine schools since 1930, plans to continue his edu­
cation. This time it will be m the field of electronics. 
He will enter the Northern Vocational Training Insti­
tute at Presque Isle in January. Mr. MacLaughlin 
spent several weeks on an Eastern European Study 
Mission in April, 1969. The mission was under the 
direction of the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals. He has served as president of the 
Maine Teachers’ Association and has been a mem­
ber of the executive committee of the New England 
Secondary School Principals’ Association as well 
as a director of the NEA. He will continue to main­
tain his Orono residence. His wife, Eleanor, is a 
teacher in the public schools in Bangor.
MRS. MERLE F. GOFF 
(Ruth Fogler)
117 Norway Road 
Bangor, Maine 04401
/ A£1 8 Marjorie Bragdon Eisenberg writes that she and Yair (Jerry) live in Palo Alto, Calif, with Beth and Becky, both in 
high school, “good students and, more important, 
good kids.” Jerry is designing the Bay Area Rapid 
Transit and has also worked on similar projects for 
Caracas, Boston, and Hawaii Last summer the 
family had a marvelous trip: first to Maine, then 
on to Israel, to visit family, sightsee, and soak up 
the beauty, history and heritage of that country. 
Marge said they see Janice (Scales) and Dave Cates 
’50 often. He now works for the medical clinic in 
Visalia, where they live, and Jan works in the Ju­
nior High Library The older of their two girls is at 
Foothill Junior College nearby.
Patricia “Pat” Costello lives in Arlington, Va., 
with her brother, Bill ’43. She is teaching school 
still and has helped bring up Bill’s son, Danny, who 
is now in the U.S. Marines, following in his Dad’s 
footsteps.
From the University of Mississippi, we learn more 
of Dr. Wilbrod St. Amand, elected their Outstand­
ing Teacher of 1970. He is also an active research 
scientist, primarily interested in radiation cytoge­
netics, and is studying the effect of radiation on 
cells and inherited traits. He is interested in mouse 
genetics, changing chromosomal makeup using radia­
tion as a tool, and searching for insights into basic 
genetic mechanisms.
MRS. FREDERICK P. ANDREWS 
(Verna Wallace) 
16 State Ave.
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107
/ Azi 9 Ronald E. Stewart began his duties as city manager of South Portland in Janu­ary. He lives at 470 Duck Pond Road, 
Westbrook, with his wife, Ann, and four children. 
Dr. Arthur S. Buswell, former administrator at the 
University of Alaska has been named president of 
the University of Maine at Machias. Robert T. 
Thomas has been named commercial vice president 
of Worthington Corporation and will continue to 
serve the firm as western region sales manager lo­
cated in Los Angeles. Calvin S. Phillips was recently 
promoted to system superintendent of transmission 
distribution by Western Electric Company. The 
Phillipses have two children and live at 91 Ray­
mond Circle, Agawam, Mass. The Bangor Urban 
Renewal Authority has re-elected Edward H. Keith 
chairman of its board of commissioners. Arthur G. 
Fox of Clinton, Mass., is manager for that area for 
the Massachusetts Electric Company.
Roberta Johnson has been named executive di­
rector of the YM-YWCA m Logansport, Ind., a 
post which has rarelv been awarded to a woman. 
She has prepared for this top administrative posi­
tion over a period of twenty years in Y work, most-
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You and Me.
Should Get Together
The Maine Department of Economic 
Development is engaged in a project to 
attract talented “Maine People” back to 
the State—people who would like to live 
and work here It is especially interested 
in successful persons with considerable 
financial resources, including owners of 
businesses, corporation officers, top and 
middle management men, marketing or 
sales executives, investors, financiers, 
bankers, insurance executives, and so 
forth. Likewise, it is interested in scien­
tists, engineers, chemists, inventors, med­
ical professionals, and technologists cap­
able of guiding, directing, or supporting 
firms engaged in technical manufacturing 
or services.
The Department hopes to assist in any 
way it can—by supplying technical or 
business information about Maine, 
through referrals to government or non­
government experts on Maine, by sup­
plying data on State, Federal, or private 
sources of capital, etcetera.
It is hoped that some of these “Maine 
People” might move existing operations 
to this State, while others might combine 
forces with other Maine people to form 
permanent establishments here.
The Maine People Program has shown 
early success with over 250 positive out- 
of-state responses to date. As a direct re­
sult of the project, several new business­
es are in the process of being formed, 
and at least two major U.S. companies 
are investigating possible plant locations 
in Maine.
For further information concerning the 
Maine People Program or technical and 
business information about The Great 
State of Maine
Write to:
The Maine Department 
of Economic Development 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 04330 
Attn: Dr. Richard M. Lycette 
Call 207/289-3206
Calvin S. Phillips Harold B Goldberg
ly in New Jersey Usually the YMCA and the 
YWCA operate totally separate organizations but 
when the two do join there are separate executives 
Hers is the only such position in the country Harold
B. Goldberg of Prior Dr , Framingham, Mass , has 
been named as associate department head in the 
Defense and Surveillance Systems Division at the 
Mitre Corporation. Bedford Mass In his new posi­
tion he will be responsible for supervising the corpo­
rations efforts on several electronic projects under 
study for the Air Force at nearby Hanscom Field
Correction for the last issue's column Judy Cof­
fin) Golightly teaches in Hawthorne Calif not 
Playa del Rey She has two daughters Sue, mar­
ried, living in San Diego, and Carol working and 
living in San Diego
MR. ROBERT L. FREEMAN
45 North Street
Westford, Mass. 01886
Dear Classmates
Think positive then write me 1 am inter­
ested in you we are all interested in
you So write me, and it will be printed
Elaine (Lockhart) Brown has had a commercial 
pilot's license for three years and flies the family 
plane around Nevada and California Attorney 
CLASS OF 1951. Row I Shirley (Lang) Noyes, Donald P McGlauflin Hilda (Livingston) Miller, John 
W Coombs, Eva (Stinson) Wright, Row 2 Richard Noyes, Mrs Ronald Noyes, Ronald C Noyes, Harold 
L Thurlow, Philip L Lord Row ? Richard Knowlton Henry L Laskey, Cluny B McPherson, Mrs Cluny 
(Effie) McPherson, John W Royal, Row 4 Edward Coffin Jr Mrs Raymond (Hazel) Bushey, Raymond 
Bushey, Mrs Russell (Joanne) Meade, Russell Meade, Raymond R Couture
New officers: pres. Jasper Bull, v. p. Donald McGIauflin, sec. Shirley (Lang) Noyes, treas. John Coombs.
Brown also flies Son number two won the “Best of 
all Skiers” trophy over 1,400 children grades 5 to 
9 Son number one and daughter are also excellent 
skiers By the way, “Sue (Dartnell) Hadge stopped 
for a visit, the daughters swapped horse stories 
Now that's fun news Thanks, Elaine Willard Nis­
bet, Jr., Waltham Mass , was in Korea at the same 
time as was I (1950) Will tells me that as of 
January 1 he was promoted to district manager for 
the traffic department of the New England Telephone 
Company moving from a Boston office Congratula­
tions' Will when we get together, we will have to 
exchange family stories, too
And now,—news clippings
Merle Johnston, Presque Isle, is now manager of 
the New York Mercantile Exchange (Have you 
moved from Ft Fairfield Merle?) Francis C. Car­
michael, Mary Joanne and five children live in Nis­
kayuna N Y Frank (who joined GE in 1951) is 
now manager of manufacturing for G E Motor and 
Generator Operation Schenectady N Y Bryant L. 
Hopkins, Jr., Auburn Mass , has joined the Marce- 
mont Corporation Saco but will be field engineer 
out of Harvey III Send me some family news, 
Bryant Richard Dean McKuskie has been appointed 
assistant county supervisor, FHA Dover Foxcroft 
Lowell H. Osgood, while coach at UM-Fort Kent 
coached Greenville to the Fastern Class M cham­
pionship in 1954 Son Gary as a coach in Presque 
Isle, repeated a title feat PI over Lawrence 74-59 
Donald E. Chick, Dover N H city manager, was 
recently described in a 4 000 word news clipping 
that inferred that Don was doing a great job, but 
talked too much On that latter point, I think the 
reporter was writing about himself How about a 
rebuttal Don? And while you re at it tell me about 
yourself and family Except for working night and 
dav for eight years is city manager, what else have 
you been doing7
What about the craze that's sweeping the coun­
try7 Dare to be Great! ’ Sounds like the “in” 
thing 1 dare you to get your name in print (this 
column)
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MRS. STANLEY J. MILLER 
(Hilda L. Livingston) 
13 Crestwood Drive 
Framingham, Mass. 01701
/ Since oui notes have to be in before reunion and the “Alumnus” will be is­
sued after, all I can say is it will be great- 
to see all of you who made it for our 20th Many 
of our classmates wrote they couldn’t come be­
cause they had high school graduating youngsters 
Good luck to all the new class ofhcers, and many 
thanks to all of you who wrote me notes—it sure 
made my job easier I’ve been busy this year 
working as an assistant teacher at a retarded nursery 
school run by the Mass Department of Mental 
Health, Framingham, Mass
“Penny” (Guptill) H.ggins, 315 Weston Road, 
Wellesley, Mass, is attending Boston University 
getting her master’s degree in medical surgical 
nursing She and Tom ’50 have a daughter, Diane, 
going into the freshman class at UMO Judy Hill, 
Ph. D , 361 Destin St Juneau, Alaska 99801, is 
doing research in north country, please write some 
details, Judy “Wini” (Keith) Fish, Southwest Har­
bor, is a school nurse at Mt Desert High School. 
Dorothy (Patten) Curtis, Newport, Vt , has been 
teaching Latin this year Elaine (Haskell) Knowland, 
213 Ouou Drive, Horseheads, N Y , is teaching 
home economics at Horseheads Junior High, and 
hubby Tom is with Ingersoll-Rand. Ted ’50 and Jan 
Knowles Hawkes’ 
hams College this
daughter Pam will enter Wil- 
fall.
informative evening! Although I didn’t spot any 
*54ers I did talk with Tish Knight’s parents 
(Elizabeth Hopkins ’54). The Knights will be 
traveling via camper to the West Coast this summer 
with their two children
Alfred Leo has been appointed assistant to the 
national field manager of Johnson and Johnson’s 
Patient Care Division Al and his family live at 
11 Granville Way, Basking Ridge, N J. The Rev. 
Peter Gowing has been named professor at large 
of the Southeast Asia Graduate School of Theology 
of the United Church of Christ For this new 
position he will not only continue to do much 
traveling by motorcycle but also will fly to off 
shore islands Before going overseas, Peter was 
a parish minister in the Maine towns of Phillips, 
North Berwick and Ellsworth Falls. Earl Hayford, 
master’s degree ’54. has been re-elected to the 
Winthrop School Committee Earl is currently 
serving as a Major, Staff Logistics Officer of the 
Maine Air National Guard. He has over 16 years 
of educational experience in instruction, administra­
tion, supervision and counseling at Manchester, 
the Job Corps, Pine Cap, and the Industrial Ac­
cident Commission Earl, his wife and five children 
reside in Winthrop John McKay has been elected 
Chairman of the School Board in Bangor. John 
is a member of the Eaton. Peabody, Bradford and 
Veague law firm in that city, having graduated 
from B U Law School in 1959 He lives at 637 
Ohio St with wife, Bev, and two children.
REAL ESTATE 
AND 
INSURANCE 
For The Northshore 
Area of Boston 
Leslie S. Ray 
Insurance Agency, Inc.
Les Ray ’50 927-2600
Carroll & Ray, Inc.
Realtors
Stu Carroll ’51 922-2527
129 Dodge Street (Route 1A) 
Beverly, Mass.
DION DITELBERGMRS. FRANCES
49 Woodchester Drive
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167 
/
MISS HILDA STERLING
700 Boulevard East
Dana E. Warren, vice president 
Dalton and Church Insurance 
Boston, recently was appointed 
of their financial planning department The spring
Cancer Crusade for raising 
had Robert E. Estabrook
of Boit, 
Inc of 
manager
funds in Meriden, Conn , 
as its chairman of the
corporate and industry committee Active in 
civic affairs, Estabrook is chief engineer at C. N 
Flagg Co Inc there Gerald D O’Shea has been 
named operations manager of the Jordan Marsh 
store in South Portland The appointment of David 
G. Merrill as assistant vice president of its mechan­
ical department was announced recently by the 
Maine Central Railroad.
Stephen C. Casakos, associate professor in bank­
ing, insurance and real estate, has been promoted 
to full professor at Mohawk Valley Community 
College, Utica, N Y Lt. Col “Lee” Dyment, USA, 
is stationed at Schofield Barracks in Hawaii as bat­
Apartment 6C 
Weehawken, New Jersey 07087 
/ r r After a career which
of educational leadersh 
SuDenntendent of Scht 
retire on 
purchased 
Reed, 
time 
her 
part 
past 
and 
cxpeuence in her field at the Laconia State School 
for Retarded Children, the Portsmouth Rehabilita­
tion Center and several public school districts.
spanned 40 years 
up, Walter Perkins, 
peri t t ools, SAD 11, will 
June 30 He and his wife, Flora, have 
a home in Falmouth Barbara (Knox) 
a speech therapist, 
between two school 
work in Gilford, N 
of a Title I team in 
year She is certified 
Hearing Association and has had 10 years of
divides her professional 
districts In addition to 
H., “Knoxy” has been 
Franklin and Tilton this 
by the American Speech
Barbara has a master’s degree in speech and hearing 
therapy from Boston University and has done 
advance graduate work at the University of New 
Hampshire. If you are driving past 336 Pleasant 
Street, Laconia, don’t be surprised to see the Reeds 
whiz out the driveway on their new Schwinn tandem 
followed by John, 11, Mark, 9, and Jen, 8. They 
could be on the way to the tennis courts or the 
lake to fish and swim In August, they will be in 
Maine for Willis’ 20th class reunion at Orono High 
School. Reg Bowden is arranging the get together. 
Dr. Franklin Manzer presented a paper on the use 
of aerial color photography to map the distribution 
of marine algae in the Montsweag Bay area at the 
third biennial workshop in color aerial photography 
at the University of Florida, Gainesville, in early 
March He is a professor of plant pathology at 
UMO (Remember those botany labs, Frank9) Our 
congratulations to Roland Dubay who became the 
new citv manager of Montpelier, Vermont, on May 
24 During the past 16 years, he has served four 
municipalities—Orrington, Winthrop, Lebanon, N. H. 
(1962-1968) and Belfast (1968-1971)—as manager 
and thus moved to the Capital City with experience 
developed entirely in northern New England.
We are always looking for YOUR news!
talion commander of the 2nd Battalion, 5th Infantry, 
after having completed his second tour of duty in 
Vietnam. He has invited any U. of M. graduate 
or dependent needing assistance while in Hawaii 
on “R and R” to call him at Schofield Barracks, 
tel. 65-0087. Scott Paper Company announced the 
appointment of Harry M. Easton, III, as a manager 
of marketing analysis. As such he will serve as a 
marketing consultant to various operating divisions 
and staff groups providing marketing services.
MRS. PHILIP E. JOHNSON
(Eini Riutta)
2560 W. Calle Puebla
Tucson, Arizona 85705
I Thank goodness for Duncan Pearson. If
■k it weren’t for him there would be no '53 
column this time. Now don’t tell me more 
of the rest of you have done anything of interest 
lately”?9?
As for Duncan, he was named 1971 Outstanding 
Citizen of Year by the Bow Community Men’s 
CiUb of Bow, N H. We congratulate him. Duncan 
is an engineer, employed by the New Hampshire 
Department of Public Works in the Highway De­
sign Division. He and his wife, Stephanie, are the 
parents of three, Martha, Alan and Stuart.
And You??
MRS. RONALD F. LALIME 
(Marjory Robbins)
Rte. #1 Petticoat Farm 
Vassalboro, Maine 04989
I enjoyed chatting with some 80 Maine 
alums, husbands and friends at the May 
13th meeting of the Northern Kennebec
Alumni Association in Watervil.e Mr James 
Harmon, Mr. Paul Chretien and Miss Mary Beth 
Piel barnstormed and created a delightful and
CLASS OF 1956. Row 1: Donald G, Beattie, Cynthia (Jennes) Beattie, Richard H. Nevers, Elizabeth 
(Brockway) Nevers, Jessie (Sargent) Boivin, Robert C. Oldfield, Susan (Stiles) Thomas, Eben A. Thomas; 
Row 2 Malcolm H. Knapp, Carolyn (Harkins) Cronin, Barbara (Wiley) Keyes, Jane (Wiseman) Johnson, 
Constance (Eno) Tryon '58, Kenneth Tryon, Eben B. Thomas; Row 3: James VanLeer, Mrs. Robert Leslie, 
Lhzabeth Bern , Pat Doten, Laura (Kruger) Schwartz, Ann (Keyo) Lounibury, Peggy (Flynt) Haskell, Jean 
(Partridge) Mason; Row 4- Hans A. VanLeer, Robert E. Leslie, Grace (Richards) Additon, Carolyn (Bull) 
Dahlgren, John A. Schwartz, Frederick B Otto, Joan Hendrickson, Kenneth Hendrickson.
New officers: pres. Robert Oldfield, v. p. Richard Nevers, sec. Jessie (Sargent) Boivin, treas. Vaughn Holyoke, 
pers. ed. Susan (Stiles) Tbomas.
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CLASS OF 1961. Row 1: Ian MacKinnon, Mrs Ian (Ann) MacKinnon, Anne (Wescott) Dodd, Lois 
(Hamilton) Tourangeau, Peter Gammons, Row 2 Roger P Lambert Frederick Tingley, Margaret Thompson, 
Jane Goode, Row 3- Henry H Shepard, Jr, Harold B Hatch, Mrs Harold B (Andrea) Hatch, Alethc 
(Flint) Hatch Frederic Carlson, Ross 4 Lois Woodcock Jean Woodard, Ann (Coffin) Hicock, Gardner 
S Hunt, Merle Moulton
New officers: pres. Murray Billington, v. p. William Wise, sec. Peter Gammons, treas. Mary (Gentile) Lewis, 
pers. ed. Lois (Hamilton) Tourangeau.
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I wish you all health and happiness during the 
summer Enjoy those vacations, and please send 
me news of your doings As you can see the column 
is getting shorter all the time
come June 
School St,
MRS. ROBERT T. MUNSON 
(Nancy Roberts) 
523 Foster Street 
South Windsor, Conn 06074
. Dorothy Hesketh writes that
* she will be moving to 11 Vi
Northfield, Vt Dot is teaching home 
economics in Montpelier At a recent meeting of 
the University of Maine, Northern Connecticut 
Alumni, Bob Munson was elected first vice president 
and Judy (Adams) Gardiner second vice president. 
Ken Perrone was one of eight members of the 
Maine High School Coaches Association to be 
presented with a “Coach of the Year” award Ken 
is football coach at Brewer High School. Lyndal 
Winslow, 110 Carson Ave Dalton, Mass, has 
recently formed the Mill Service Company, and 
engineering consulting firm for the paper industry.
Dr. Paul Hoffman, Administrator of the Institute 
for Vocational Rehabilitation at Stout State Univer­
sity, Menomonie, Wise., has been awarded the 
University of Arizona Alumni Association’s “Dis­
tinguished Citizen Award ” He is also listed in the 
12th edition of “Who’s Who in the Midwest ” Dr. 
Hoffman was cited for his many accomplishments 
and pioneering work in the field of vocational re­
habilitation He had received his Ed D from the 
University of Arizona Paul Andrews of Camden 
has been appointed assistant county supervisor in 
the Augusta office of the Farmers Home Administra­
tion Peter Hanscom was married to Donna Di- 
Domenico of Dracut, Mass , in February Pete is 
manager and golf professional at Mt Pleasant Golf 
Ciub The new Mrs Hanscom is an airline stew­
ardess for Eastern Airlines. They live on Royal 
Crest Drive, Nashua, N. H.
MRS. ALLAN G. STEWART 
(Millie Simpson)
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
04364
flies and reunion biz, folks—both 
kept us slapping' Fearless Ben
MRS. EBEN THOMAS
(Sue Stiles)
5 Spruce Street 
Winthrop, Maine
> Black
* have
Thomas recently guided a troop of six 
canoes down the Narraguagus River Another trip in 
June on the St Croix Our good neighbor in 
Manchester, Annette (Dodge) Peabody, provided a 
bright spot in the local Community Choir spring 
musicale While hubbv Gerard ’59 makes us all obey
A village in the wilderness. Nearest service
to Baxter State Park on the west. Greenville
43 miles, Millinocket 32 miles, Patten 65 
miles.
• Boats and motors for rent
• Gas and oil
• Non-resident licenses
• Modern ranch houses
• One-room apartments
• Campsites
Evelyn Pray z37
Ripogenus Dam, Greenville, Maine 
tel. 207/695-2526 04441
the speed laws Annette keeps their youngsters 
David, 9, and Douglas 7 minding her laws Another 
Manchester fella’, I lojd Jewett, has been elected 
chairman of the School Board Congratulations 
from us local fellows on a rea, fine job being done 
on the U of M Augusta campus
Gerald R. Humphrey Jr., 710 County Road, Pocas­
set, Mass was a recent candidate for moderator 
Gerry comes by his interest naturally as his grand­
father’s been moderator for Gray town meetings for 
the past 35 years Gerry’s interest in sailing should 
make “ole salts ’ of Jerry, 9, and Jonathan, 6 Pro­
motions the big news New Army Lieutenant 
Colonels are Lester C. Fogg, Jr. Les is stationed at 
Ent A F Base and living with wife, Jane, in Colo­
rado Springs, also Robert W. Thomson, whose wife, 
Mary Jane, assisted in the presentation, is stationed 
at Fort Leavenworth, Kan Also Gary P. Beaulieu 
in Germany Wife, Joan, beamed her approval 
Congratulations, boys, from all ’56ers We’re proud 
you’re one of us
Those of us at Reunion had a ball and say, “By 
cracky, ole Don (Pendleton, that is) did it again' ’ 
Don, we really appreciate your efforts Shall we 
all lose weight and buy wigs for ’769
MRS. LEO M. LAZO
(Jane Ledyard)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132 
/ £ Clarence A. Paige resigned at the end 
of this school year after serving as pnn- 
'-J cipal of Concord High School, Concord, 
Vt , for 13 years Paige, who received his master’s 
at Maine, will return to the classroom as a teacher 
in English and Latin. Major John F. Lymbumer 
writes that he has been reassigned from Ft. Devens, 
Mass, to Thailand John reporting in June, will 
be staff Judge Advocate of the U S Army Support 
Element there John was admitted to practice before 
the Maine bar on March 5, 1971, just 10 years 
after his admittance to the District of Columbia 
bar.
z62
Hope you are all having a great sum­
mer send me a postcard from when­
ever your vacations take you'
Dr. Gordon S. Bigelow began new duties July 1 
as vice president for student affairs at the University 
of Maine Portland-Gorham, after serving as as­
sistant vice president for student affairs at Kent 
State University Albin D. Johnson was a candidate 
last spring for selectman in Bellows Falls, Vt, but 
we have no news of the results He is a senior sani­
tary engineer with Dufresne and Henry, Spring- 
held and he and his wife have five children By 
now, you have all heard the good news that Skip 
Chappelle is the new head basketball coach at 
UMO' Travis Brown was a candidate for the Wind­
sor school committee last spring, running unopposed
Ingrid (Bain) and Dewey LaRochelle and children 
have moved to 1104 Carleton Drive, Richardson, 
Texas, 75080, are looking forward to seeing the 
West and wonder if any UMO alumni are in 
their area Alan Treworgy is teaching English at 
Lisbon High School, and is working for a master’s 
at the University of Minnesota Joan Wiebe has 
been elected secretary-treasurer of the Readfield 
Historical and Civic Improvement Association 
Sim Cunningham is manager of resource inventory 
systems in the Overseas Division, International 
Paper Company, going to the post from the College 
of Forestry, State University of New York, where 
he was professor of forest photogrammetry, statis­
tics and measurement
Barry Mills has become a partner in the law firm 
of Hale and Hamlin m Blue Hill Stanley Keir- 
stead, principal at Mt Blue High School, Farm­
ington, had a recent show of his paintings in 
Livermore Falls At the Portland Sidewalk Art 
Festival last year Stan was awarded the Porteous 
purchase prize Tom Jewell has been awarded a 
Ph D in biology from the University of Iowa 
Carl Winslow was a contributor to the January 
issue of “Instructor” magazine.
Maj. Robert W. Verduin of Miami received two 
awards of the Bronze Star Medal and the Army 
Commendation Medal in ceremonies at Homestead 
AFB, Fla , for heroism in act.on and meritorious 
service in Vietnam. CapL James K. Phillips, Jr., is 
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on duty at Kadena AB, Okinawa, where he is di­
rector of administration for the 824th Combat 
Support Group, a unit of Pacific Air Forces
MARRIED. Diane L. Porter of Chicago to David 
W. McElwain, a.so of Chicago, in January. Diane 
and her husband are both employed at Chapin Hall, 
a residential home for emotiona.ly disturbed chil­
dren. A psychiatric social worker, Diane has a mas­
ter’s in social work from the University of Chicago 
Myra Deborah Eisenstein, Middletown, Conn , to 
David S. Finkelstein, Manchester, Conn , on April 
18 Dave and his bride are residing in Manchester, 
following a wedding trip to Aruba, Dutch West 
Indies. Dave is a high school teacher at East Hart­
ford.
BIRTHS Kristen Lee, on April 21, to Mr and 
Mrs. Warren G. Elvin, Rochester, N. Y Warren is 
employed by Eastman Kodak.
Can you believe that our 10th reunion is in June 
of ’72!
LT. PRISCILLA SAWYER CORLISS
CAC Building #1
El Toro, California 92709
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By the time this goes to print, I hope 
to be in receipt of orders to a new duty 
station. Love southern California, but 
have itchy feet—so I am ready for a change of 
scene.
Norman Arseneault has been selected as the new 
district ranger at the Rochester Ranger District on 
the Green Mountain National Forest in Rutland, Vt 
Scott M. Robinson has been named general agent 
at Portland for National Life Insurance Company 
of Vermont. Scott and wife, Susan, reside with 
Thomas, 8, and Debra, 5, at 33 Columbus Road in 
Cape Elizabeth. Northeast Laboratory Services has 
recently been formed in Waterville to fulfill a need 
for technical agricultural services Dr. James Far­
rington has been named general manager Jim was 
formerly associated with U Mass as an instructor 
and research associate in the veterinary and animal 
sciences department.
During early January David M. Cox took over as 
Penobscot County Attorney. He is a partner in the 
law firm of Libhart and Cox of Bangor Robert L. 
Despres has been promoted to senior project engi­
neer for International Paper Company at the An­
droscoggin Mill Bob makes his home with his par­
ents at 1 Warren Avenue in Lewiston Ted Rose 
was named to the staff of the Jim Nance Football 
School, which ran during the spring vacation in 
April It was held at Reeds Ferry, N H. Ted and 
his family are living at 19 Keans Road, Burlington, 
Mass. Major Raymond A. Wing, USA, was pro­
moted to his present rank on 25 February. Ray and 
wife, Ursula, along with children Belinda and Britta, 
are now stationed in Worms, West Germany
Michael Allen was born on 19 February to Ted ’61 
and Peg (Higgins) Stevens. They are living in Frank­
lin, Va.
MRS. JAMES GOFFI 
(Dawn Susi) 
62 Sunburj Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401
/ Z Z News is kind of scarce this time, but 
qq here IS what 1 have Bob and Mar> Kittredge had a baby boy, Peter Robert, 
on Aprn 20 Rev. Philip Jacobs has been named 
assistant at St James’ and Immanuel Episcopal 
Church, Ansonia, Conn Ronald Harrell has been 
appointed an ass stant professor of mathematics 
at Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. Ron received 
his M S. and Ph D. degrees from the University of 
Maryland He is the co-author of several published 
papers Charles Pendleton is a sales engineer with 
Phelps Dodge Magnetic Wire Corporation at Fort 
Wayne, Ind. Dick Kelliher has been appointed 
head baseball coach and physical education teacher 
at the Regional Vocational School in Wakefield, 
Mass. Dick recently received his master’s degree 
in physical education from Maine and has written 
a book, “Baseball Practice Hints.” He and his 
wife, the former Jane Spadafora, have two children 
John Bamford has recently been discharged from 
the Army after having served in Vietnam Doris 
Letourneau became Mrs. Ronald Russell in February 
and is living in Auburn with her new husband, 
who is a computer programmer for the Maine 
Computer Center. Doris is a social worker for the 
Maine Department of Health and Welfare.
CLASS OF 1966. Row /• Penny Gray, Susan (McGrath) Elder, Karol (Wasylshyn) Parham, Janet 
Rogers, Nancy (Erikson) Ladd; Rom 2 Roger C Thibodeau, Da\id P Inman, William Porter.
New Officers: pres. James Ballinger, v. p. Bruce Staples, sec. Patricia (Trofuri) Bicknell, treas. Martha 
(Pendleton) Gray.
MISS JUDITH A. WHITMAN
36 Woodfield Road
Portland, Maine 04102
/ We will start off with our weddings this time Laurence Michael Bader to Ros- 
anne Ellen Paris Mr. Bader is employed 
as a sales representative for General Foods The 
coup'e is living at Royal Crest Estates, Marlboro, 
Mass Craig Eugene Hannon to Janet Ann Gibbons 
Glenice M. Rossignol and David J Bessette are 
planning a July 3rd wedding in Skowhegan. David 
Russell Edelman to Ninfa Oriana Cerda Olmos 
Dave has been in the Peace Corps for three years 
and is now home Jean Amanda Starrett to J 
Gerard Whelan Mr Whelan is employed by Paul 
Sheeline brokerage firm in Boston They will make 
their home in North Quincy. Capt. Beecher Wash­
burn, Jr., to Cheryl Mane Gowan Mr Washburn 
is a pilot instructor at Mineral Wells, Texas.
Now looking into the sports world we find that 
John Hoard has been traded from the Denver Bron­
cos to the New Orleans Saints. During the past 
year John has had many speaking engagements We 
wish him well on his new team John “Jigger” Con­
nors is the associate physical education director at 
the Beverly YMCA John has been particularly in­
volved in teaching children to swim He and 
wife, Dottie, are living in Newburyport, Mass.
Army Private Michael L. Hodges recently 
high scorer on the proficiency test held at the 
of his company's basic training at Ft Campbell, 
Ky Dwight A. Littlefield received the bronze star 
medal at Ft. Benning, Ga. Army Sergeant Ronald 
C. Treat received the bronze star medal for valorous 
action in Vietnam
Donald R. Laverdiere was named process engineer 
of the Androscoggin Mill of International Paper 
Company Gary R. Swanson was one of six as­
sociates named at Tighe ana Bond, Inc., engineering 
consultants with offices in Holyoke, Mass Mr. 
Swanson is director of engineering and industrial 
wastes Earl and Edna (Varney) Stein have a daugh­
ter, Deborah Rachel Also this June Earl will be 
receiving his Ph D , and Edna her master’s degree in 
library science.
his
was 
end
MRS. WILLIAM HARDING 
(Priscilla Thomas)
25 Montbatten Road 
Billerica, Mass. 01821
i r MARRIAGES:
7 Susan Grange
k/ / are livine in
to Charles Morgan. They 
are living in Chicago. Gloria Schneps 
to Stanley Zwirn, Brighton, Mass. Gloria and 
Stanley both work as communications consultants 
with N. E. Tel. & Tel. David Woodsome to Erin 
Young ’70, Ossipee. N H David is physical ed­
ucation director and teacher at Fryeburg Academy, 
Fryeburg. Charles Kimball to Patricia Lloyd (Beal 
Business College), Riverside Trailer Park, Still­
water Charles is attending Beal Business College. 
Dana Staples to Sharon Bruce, B. A., Gordon Col­
lege, M. A. U of M., 527 Meggs Blvd., Copperas 
Cove, Tex Dana is serving with the Army Security 
Agency. Deborah Painter to David Berry, 183
Our Youngsters Learn to Live 
with Outdoors as well as College 
Boards.
GOULD ACADEMY, BETHEL, 
MAINE—C o-e d u c a t i o n a 1, college 
prep, strong faculty, excellent sports 
program, art, music, drama, fine col­
lege entrance record, superb skiing, 
small classes.
Catalogue S. Bigelow, 
Dept. F, Admissions 
Gould Academy, Bethel, Maine.
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Cedar St, Bangor Deborah is teaching sixth grade 
in Hampden Richard Dixon to Theresa Cormier 
70, Swansea Mass Richard attends Naval Officers 
Candidate School at Newport R I Cherne Nadeau 
to Anand Kumar Seth Allahabad University India 
M S , U of M Marlin Thurston to Nancy Lee 
Bunker, 15 A Colombia St , Augusta Marlin is 
an assistant manager at the H K Webster Com­
pany, Hallowell Blaine Bryant to Merilee Adams 
919 Worthington St , Springfield Mass Blaine is 
in the USAF, stationed at Westover Field Barbara 
Sauer to Leonard Donovan, St Michael s College 
Winooski, Vt , 176 Danforth St Portland Barb is 
affiliated with the cardiac intensive care unit of the 
Maine Medical Center Sandra Jo Lowry to Alvin 
Grignon ’72 Bangor Sandra is studying for her 
master’s in elementary education at UMO Beverly 
Bennett to Robert Steele (Williams College) Spring­
field, Mass Beverly teaches in Wilbraham, Mass 
Ruth Lincoln to William Anderson, Lincoln 
Pamela Budd to James Drown, Jacksonville, Fla 
2d Lt. George Sweetnam to Carole Faye Hudson 
(Valdosta State College) George has completed 
pilot training at Moody AFB and is being assigned 
to Grifhss AFB, N Y , to fly with a Strategic Air 
Command Unit Gayle Couture to Richard Chick 
’70. Gayle is a medical technologist at the Maine 
Medical Center
MILITARY
1st Lt. Arnold Lundquist is an assistant operations 
officer with headquarters company, U S Army 
Reception Station Ft Knox, Ky Pvt Darryl Cal­
kins is assigned to the U S Army Cold Regions 
Research and Engineering Laboratory He has 
received his M S from the University of New 
Brunswick Army Specialist Four Paul Lausier is 
1st Lt Mary Morgan
serving with the American 
Division near Chu Lai, 
Vietnam 1st Lt. Mary 
Morgan has completed 
training to enable her 
to command WAC Person­
nel and assume staff re­
sponsibilities 1st Lt. Rob­
ert Jordan has received the 
Army Commendation 
Medal while serving with 
the Second Military In­
telligence Battalion m 
Germany He is an aerial 
reconnaissance liaison 
officer in the battalion’s 
detachment B near Ram­
stem Army Specialist Five Wayne Bennett is as­
signed to the fifth artillery in Rehoboth Mass 
Wayne, an information specialist with Headquarters 
Battery of the Artillery’s Third Battalion was last 
stationed in Vietnam
MISS DONNA BRIDGES
765 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
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Looking forward to lots of news of sun­
shine and summer brides in the next is­
sue'
MARRIAGES
Evelyn Chaddon (teacher in the Biddeford school 
system) to Gary Conover Mary Lyon to John Col­
lins They reside in Ashland, N H Very belated 
best wishes to Terry Webber, married to Theodore 
Pettengill ’68 in June of 1970 Ted has returned from 
a year’s tour of Vietnam They live at Sunrise Trailer 
Park Old Town where Terry teaches at St Joseph 
Public School Vicki (Harrington) Banton and hus­
band, Craig 69, now make their home in Okinawa 
He is completing his Army tour Pamela Tabbutt 
to John Elwell on September 26 Pam and Pat are 
living in Ashland, where Pat teaches high school 
math Joan Marks to Stanley Stevens. Stan is em 
ployed as a research chemist by the S D Warren 
Company, Westbrook Phyllis Burton to Robert 
Burrell ’72 on January 24 Phyl and Bob make 
their home at 269 Center Street while Bob com­
pletes his studies at the university Barbara Harriman 
(teaching at the Hooksett Junior High School) to 
Peter Chase (employed by the US Forest Service) 
in a February ceremony New address 1691 Elm 
Street, Manchester, N H Rhonda Field to David 
Ouellette in December Rhonda is an elementary 
school teacher in Ashland, while husband Dave 
conducts his classes at the Caribou High School 
Their home is on Station Hill Road Ashland 
Carole Delano to Forrest Goodwin in September 
Bangor is their home Enn Young (teacher at Pitts 
field N H High School to David Woodsome *69 
(physical education director at Fryeburg Academy) 
They are living in Ossipee, N H Suzel Prime to 
Brian MacMillan ‘64 Suzel is a medical technologist 
at Burbank Hospital Fitchburg Mass Brian is a 
chemical engineer at the Foster Grant Companv 
I uenburg Mass is home for Suzel and Brian 
Frances Franklin to Michael Willey. Fran is em­
ployed on campus in the foreign language depart­
ment Mike is continuing his studies toward a 
master’s degree Best wishes to Martha Peabody, 
married to Steve Hopping *71 in February Ellen 
Collins to Howard Parsons. They reside in New 
Gloucester Eveline Shaw to Norman Dubois on 
April 17 Eveline is a first grade teacher at St
CLASS OF 1969. Row 1 Brian R Harden Priscilla (Thomas) Harding Diane G LaBrecque Arthur 
Stickney, Row 2 Barbara Leyden, Donetta Dahlgren Philip A Leclatr, Arthur A Kimball Eleanor Mason, 
Row 3 Judith C Neibert William R Harding Stephen Hughes
New officers: pres. Brian R. Harden, v. p. Michael Shinay, sec. Judy (Cooper) Newbert, treas. Philip LeClair.
Joseph’s School Old Town Norman is at Mada­
waska High School Lucille Levesque ’71 to Robert 
Scribner. Bob is an accountant with International 
Business Machines at Fast Fishkill N Y Nancy 
Gagne to Richard Wagner 71. Dick is employed 
bv the Maine Forest Service and Nancy is teaching 
at the Coffin School in Brunswick Teresa Chavarie 
to Dana Oakes in a January ceremony Dana is a 
zriduate student it the State University of New 
York at Albany Kathrvn Watson to Richard Riley. 
Dick is stationed with the U S Navy in Newport 
R I New iddress 50 Church Street, Newport
STORK S CORNER
Kevin and Jackie (Brickett) Hill are the proud 
parents of number one son, Andrew, born on January 
3
FOLLOWING BEARS I RACKS
Brent Wakefield has been appointed to the Penob­
scot Valiev United Community Services Staff as 
a planning expert He will act in the agency’s 
social planning division Debbie (Williams) Stelmok 
is te iching first grade in Locke Mills Husband 
Gerald teaches grade five at Woodstock Elementary 
School David Files, U S Army has been trans­
ferred to Ft Sam Houston Tex where he is as­
signed to medic il records specialist school Calvin 
Rogers is stationed at Fort Knox Kv where he 
attends radio school Steve Curtis has been selected 
for employment by the Bureau of Land Management 
Roseburg Oregon Kenneth Spence is teaching 
science and math in the Junior-Senior High of 
Hopedale Mass Sudy Tavlor teaches kinder­
garten at the Edward F enn School in Gorham 
Darrell Quimby has been awarded a graduate fel­
lowship from the Rotary Foundation for a year ot 
study abroad He is currently attending graduate 
school at 1>MO Sally (Tappan) Rich has joined 
the Foster Care Service Unit of the Maine Depart­
ment of Health and Welfare Sally is with the 
Lewiston District James Sohns and John Keithan 
have completed nine weeks of infantry training at 
Fort Polk I ouisiana Dana Keirstead has been 
ordained to the ministry of the First Congregational 
Church at Williamsburg, Mass Dick Gleason ’69 
writes of his appointment as territorial manager 
tor H and R Block in the Rutland, Vt area Dick 
and wife Kathy (Saunders), now make their home 
at 37 Summer Street, Rutland
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'Have just arrived at Orono • .
Excerpts from letters by Merton R. Lovett z06 (dec'd), written 
while he was a student at the University of Maine, to his mother, 
and to Margaret, who was later to become his wife. These are 
being shared with The Maine Alumnus through the courtesy of 
his son, Robert W. Lovett of Beverly, Mass.
I
(At the time these letters were written spelling and punctuation 
differed frequently from that in common usage today. They are 
printed here as they were written to preserve the original flavor 
of the period.)
Courtesy of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities
Freshman year, 1902-1903
Sept. 14. Have just arrived at Orono after a 
rather rough and tedious passage. ... I came 
as near as possible to being sea-sick last night 
but "all's well that ends well." .... There were 
14 Me. men on the boat so you see I was not 
lonesome.
Sept. 17. . .The extent of my purchases up to 
date are a bed, matrass, spring, desk, desk chair, 
chefanoir all new. Second-handed pair window 
curtains, oil stove and iron, dust pan and broom, 
bay rum and tin dish. . .At present I am using 
couch money to buy books. Why did Papa forget 
to send the check to the treasurer. It has got me 
in trouble. I cannot become a student until I pay 
at least a month's bill.
Sept. 18. . .hazing. We are only Freshmen, 
lambs for the slaughter. . . .If you do receive the 
contents of the water pail when entering the hall, 
find your beds thrown down the elevator well, 
. . .have to parade in your night shirts,. . .speech­
ify and sing and. . .cease wearing your derby 
and putting your hands in your pockets, take it 
philosophically—its best—I try to but its hard.
The greatest event. . .was the shirt-tail parade. 
About a hundred freshmen were turned out in 
their airy uniform, but. . .the freshmen started 
resistance and a free fight. In five minutes there 
was not a freshman in the line—all had escaped 
. . .Most of us had to regret the loss of our night­
shirts, but the fun more than paid for that.
Sept. 29. . .1 paid athletic due of $5.00 last 
Friday. Over $1000. was raised at a mass 
meeting of students and faculty that day. The 
money goes to pay athletic expenses. Everybody 
realizes that the future depends upon athletics 
to a large extent. A college reputation brings 
lhe students and after they are here the teachers 
do the rest. Maine is growing on account of this 
reputation, colleges without it are loosing ground.
Oct. 6. There are altogether 151 Freshmen. . . 
five of these are girls, "co-ads" or "chickens" as 
they are called but although much talked about 
they are seldom seen.
Have you heard of a peanut "drunk", probably 
not? Well that is the funny name given in college 
nomenclature to a gorge on that arid fruit. We 
had one up in 302 last week. Someone furnished 
a peck of peanuts and eight of us fellows did 
the rest.
Oct. 20. Yesterday we had a glorious time 
here and in Bangor. Our football team beat that 
of Tufts quite badly, and we had to celebrate. So 
at least 300 of us marched through the streets 
of Bangor waking the people up with our cheer­
ing. After the march and after supper we all 
went to the theatre. The whole middle section 
had been reserved and Maine men filled the 
house. Between the acts we cheered and sang 
our college songs.
Merton R. Lovett ’06 
from 1906 Prism
Dec. 13. . .A week of zero weather, frozen 
limbs and bursted water pipes. So Tuesday 
morning when it was 32 below no one was sur­
prised to see scholars standing over oil stoves, 
thawing damaged ears, or to find that there 
would be no lessons, on account of frozen steam 
pipes. . . .
Now I am going to show you that Maine is 
governed by the students and for the students. 
Last week we all signed a petition to have the 
Christmas vacation prolonged until Jan. 5 and 
it was granted. Hurrah!
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1AE House
Feb. 8. What a stir! What a "hurly-burly", 
what a change of schedule, what hunger! and all 
because the Maine legislature chose to visit our 
college last Friday. With their wives and friends, 
two hundred strong, they invaded our little king­
dom, monopolized our rooms and ate our little 
dinner. Legislators to the right, legislators to the 
left, legislators in front and legislators behind, 
asking impossible questions, and like the farmers, 
which many are, saying and doing commical 
things. But since mankind is undeniably selfish, 
we put our best foot forward and urged upon 
them the fact that we needed a $60,000 appro­
priation. Will we get it?
Mar. 23. . .Since I had an attack of grip I 
stayed at home and took medicine. I had enough 
of that, aconite, salts, quinine, pills and hot 
lemonade.
Mar. 26. . .The doctor will cost me $3.00. I 
have paid .850 for medicine. I am feeling pretty 
well now. . . .
Apr. 23. . .Perhaps I had better give the ex­
penses of the week. Paid: 250 for haircut, 2.15 
for laundry, 250 for candy, 1.25 for freshman 
banquet, 50 cents for ticket to entertainment. . . .
Apr. 30. . .You asked me if girls ever visited 
Oak Hall. No they don't, unless we should have 
a dance. I am sure that we should be very sur­
prised to see a young lady here at any other 
time. . . .
May 7. . .1 have taken up drill again and it 
is not altogether pleasent. It not only means 
listening to the band, and performing delightful 
evolutions; but putting on a suffocating suit of 
clothes and a high coller; running over fields and 
hills at a double quick; tossing an eight pound 
gun about; doing guard and walking generally 
as if you had a check rein on and a six inch plank 
fastened to the small of your back. . . .
Sophomore year, 1903-1904
Sept. 17. . .Already plans are on foot to get 
out posters, by Sunday, bearing the Freshmen's 
commandments, Thou shalt not smoke; Thou shalt 
not wear stiff hats—etc.
Some think that the Freshmen travelled a very 
hard and narrow path this morning. The path 
led up to the chapel door and was lined with 
Sophomores armed with clubs, who assisted the 
new men into chapel very materially.
Junior year, 1904-1905
Sept. 16. . .1 would have come quicker had I 
been tagged and sent as freight, however slow 
freight transportation may be reputed to be. For 
you see my boat arrived in Bangor 24 hours late. 
From Wed until Friday. It seemed an eon of time, 
but long as it was I did not have time to become 
an acclimated sailor, in other words I didn't get 
my "sea legs" on. Still in my misery I had com­
pany for even sailors were sick and were willing 
to admit that there was a "powerful heavy sea" 
. . . .And my appetite, I soon lost that—also my 
lunch. Still as Raymond said by not being hungry 
we were fooling the steamboat company who 
were selling meals for 750. At Rockland we left 
for an hour our crazy cradle. . .and enjoyed our­
selves ashore. At nine last evening we reached 
Belfast, where the Captain who must have lost 
his nerve in the storm declared that he was going 
to stop until daylight. We let him have his way 
naturally and, thinking a stateroom unsufferable, 
tramped the streets of the sleepy town until mid­
night. . .explored our new house which is still in 
the hands of painters. . .1 think it the nicest frat 
house on the campus.
Oct. 17. . .Thursday evening I gave my time 
to my history teacher Miss Colvin. In her den at 
the "hen coop" she has many little attractions 
which draw her students. I'm glad I take history 
when with classmates I am treated to fudge & 
welsh rabbit. . . .While we are in a comfortable 
state of mind after several helpings of confection, 
she assigns us several days of library or other 
work. Our meeting will be semi-weekly and 
during the season we will study the Russian- 
Japanese War and its conditions. The paper 
which I must prepare for our second meeting 
is on Russian modes of government. Sounds in­
teresting does it not?. . .We are members of what 
is known as Miss Colvin's "chocolate class".
Senior year, 1905-1906
I
Sept. 24. . .the annual YMCA reception. Dan 
was there too, also his sister, who is one of the 
13 new co-eds. You see there is an unlucky num­
ber of them and the boys say they hope all will 
end by dropping out. . . .By the way, I must buy 
our winter supply of coal. Could you find out 
what I ought to pay for soft coal.
Oct. 3. . .The last few days of this week Ban­
gor will hold its annual music festival. People 
come hundreds of miles to attend it. The best 
singers in the country are secured. Last year Mme. 
Nordica was the leading attraction. This year it is 
Mme. Eames. I am telling you, for I have secured 
a position as usher. Other college fellows have 
them also. Thursday night I will hear Lohengrin 
. . . .One evening I shall let Dan have my place. 
We have to wear dress-suits. . .
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ON CAMPUS
I UMO PRESIDENTS AND ALUMNI 
F RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES
Honorary doctor of laws degrees 
\ were conferred upon President Win­
throp C. Libby '32 by Colby College 
and upon former President Lloyd H.
Elliott, president of George Washing­
ton University, by Georgetown Univer­
sity, at their recent commencements.I*' J !
Also receiving honorary doctor of 
laws degrees were the Honorable Ed­
ward M. Curran '25, a former chief
judge of the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, from 
Georgetown University Law Center; 
and Dr. Mark R. Shedd '50, superin­
tendent of the Philadelphia school 
system, from Bates College. Professor 
Harold E. Bowie '28, retired chairman 
of the mathematics department at 
American International College, re­
ceived an honorary doctor of science 
degree from American International 
College.
PHI KAPPA PHI DIAMOND JUBILEE
The national honor society of Phi 
Kappa Phi, which was founded at the 
University of Maine in 1897, will hold 
its national convention on the Orono 
campus August 15-18 to celebrate its 
diamond jubilee. All Phi Kappa Phi 
alumni are cordially invited and may 
write to Mrs. Judith Hakola, 8 Charles 
Place, Orono, Maine 04473, for in­
formation and programs.
Originally a local honor society 
established to reward high scholar­
ship among undergraduates, the or­
ganization has grown to international 
proportions with 128 chapters stretch­
ing from Maine to the Philippines. 
Unlike Phi Beta Kappa, the older hon­
orary society that honors undergrad­
uates pursuing only the bachelor of 
arts degree, Phi Kappa Phi is available 
only to colleges and universities that 
offer more than one kind of degree. 
Phi Kappa Phi now honors undergrad­
uates, graduate students, and out­
standing faculty members. Since 1932 
it has awarded more than $250,000 
in national graduate fellowships. 
These are in addition to awards and 
prizes offered by local chapters.
NEWS OF OTHER CAMPUSES OF U. M.
Honorary degrees were awarded by 
the University of Maine at several 
campuses around the state at their 
June commencement exercises. In ad­
dition to those at Orono, honorary de­
grees were awarded at Fort Kent to 
retiring President Joseph M. Fox; at 
Portland-Gorham to naval historian 
Robert Albion, Congresswoman Shirley 
A. Chisholm (D-N. Y.), community 
leader E. Grosvenor Plowman, and 
syndicated columnist Carl T. Rowan; 
at Machias to Federal Maritime Com­
missioner James V. Day; and at 
Presque Isle to former Cornell Univer­
sity President James A. Perkins.
A new president has been named to 
the Fort Kent campus. Dr. Richard J. 
Spath, 48, who received his B. A. from 
John Carroll University in Cleveland, 
Ohio, and his M. S. and Ph.D. from 
St. Louis University, was president of 
St. Francis College, Biddeford, before 
assuming his new duties on July 1.
A 16-person committee was ap­
pointed in late May by Chancellor 
Donald R. MacNeil to study the status 
of women at the university. The com­
mittee represents all eight campuses 
and includes faculty, administrators, 
classified personnel, and students. The 
study will center on equal opportun­
ities for women, and will include the 
identification of areas of unequal op­
portunity and recommendations for 
university-wide policies and innova­
tive programs to assure equal oppor­
tunity for women.
JUNE TRUSTEES MEETING
Action taken by the board of trus­
tees at its June 9th meeting at the Un­
iversity of Maine at Presque Isle in­
cluded:
The authorization of tuition waiver 
for persons over 65 wishing to take 
undergraduate courses on a non-credit
basis. This is a renewal of a program 
in effect since 1968 and an extension 
to the entire university system.
A policy statement on appearances 
before the board of trustees. "The 
board of trustees welcomes communi­
cations from any party on matters of 
interest to the University of Maine." 
The procedure is to present the request 
in writing through the chancellor at 
least ten days prior to a scheduled 
board meeting, identifying the person 
or group making the request and stat­
ing the purpose. The petitioner will be 
advised by the clerk of the decision of 
the chairman, including time, date, 
place and format if the request is 
granted.
Election of chairman and vice chair­
man. Dr. Lawrence Cutler and Mrs. 
Jean Sampson were re-elected, respec­
tively.
Approval of M.S. program in 
oceanography at the Darling Center 
and at Orono, and of an associate de­
gree program in mental health tech­
nology at UMB, to begin in the fall if 
possible. Approval was conditional on 
the finding of necessary funds within 
the present resources of the university 
budget.
Acceptance of gifts and grants of 
more than $32,876 for UMO. Among 
these were a General Alumni Associa­
tion gift of $1,000 for the Ronald B. 
Levinson Philosophy Library, and 
$3,565 for class loan funds, scholar­
ship funds, and building funds from 
the GAA; $5,000 from the Northern 
Chemical Industries, Inc., to be added 
to the James E. Totman Scholarship 
Fund; $500 from Associated Women 
Students and $750 from the Class of 
1974 for the ONWARD fund; and 
$13,287.85 from the Estate of William 
H. Boardman to be added to the Wil­
liam H. Boardman Scholarship Fund. 
A number of collections of books, art 
work, and electrical engineering 
equipment, collectively worth thou­
sands of dollars, were also accepted 
by the board.
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BOOKS
John M. Romanyshyn, Social Welfare: 
Charity to Justice. New York: Random 
House, 1971.
This month Random House has pub­
lished Social Welfare: Charity to Jus­
tice, by John M. Romanyshyn, with 
the assistance of his wife, Annie L. 
Romanyshyn. Mr. Romanyshyn is Mar­
garet Payson Professor of Social Wel­
fare at the University of Maine at 
Portland-Gorham.
He was known to many student gen­
erations at Orono as the faculty mem­
ber teaching social welfare and social 
work, and more recently as the direc­
tor of this sequence at the Portland 
campus. Yet the Romanyshyns' book is 
not a text; nor is it an edited collection 
of the writings of others. Rather, it 
is an extended essay that brilliantly 
describes and analyzes both the or­
igins and nature of individual and 
social dysfunction in our technolog­
ical society, and the institutional and 
philosophical constraints which have 
shaped our responses. That there are 
critical deficits both in our willingness 
and ability to respond with quanti­
tative and qualitative adequacy to 
these maladies is a central premise 
of this book. The author informs the 
reader that "My approach is guided 
by the ethic of indignation and dis­
ciplined ... by the principle of in­
quiry"—explaining that by "indigna­
tion" is meant a refusal to mindlessly 
"adjust" to conditions as they are, and 
the commitment to wholesome soc­
ial change.
Much of the book is an informative 
review of the social needs and soc­
ial welfare policy issues attendant to 
life in our industrial society. Social 
welfare is an ambiguous concept, 
but is illuminated by the author's ex­
amination of its more precise impli­
cations. Always the discussion is en­
hanced by Professor Romanyshyn's 
scholarship, and, more especially, by 
his own perceptions which permit us 
to understand when he says that "... 
(public) dependency is a political is­
sue, not a social problem", and, again, 
that "We are coming to realize that 
we are being overwhelmed by the 
human costs of our existing social 
system".
But he does not leave us with a 
statement of the dilemma. Without 
any concession in the intellectual rigor 
that marks the entire book, or sur­
render to a "foolish optimism" that 
occasionally suffuses the humanists 
among us, Professor Romanyshyn ex­
amines both the hazards and the 
hopes inherent in the concept of social 
welfare as social development, shar­
ing his convictions in the glory of man 
and in man's place at the center of 
society.
Stanley F. Wass, Associate Professor 
of Social Welfare, UMO
Carl C. Osgood, Fatique Design. New 
York, John Wiley and Sons, 1970.
This work would come under the 
general classification of Applied Me­
chanics known as the Mechanics of 
Solids, in which solids are considered 
to be plastics which yield. Mr Osgood 
describes an up-to-date way to design 
Oliver Wendell Holmes' One-Horse- 
Shay which had a trouble-free life­
time of 100 years and then collapsed 
in a heap.
There are four chapters in the book. 
The first chapter, the introduction, de­
fines the scope, the level, and the 
limitations of the subject as viewed 
by Mr. Osgood. The second chapter 
includes some characteristics of the 
design approach, including damage 
and failure criteria, safe-life and 
fail-safe designs, factors of safety vs. 
reliability, and minimum weight. The 
third chapter is devoted to the pre­
diction of fatigue life and a fourth, 
entitled general factors, has mostly 
to do with materials. A large number 
of the modern alloys are considered, 
and in addition, various types of plas­
tics, concrete, glass, and ceramics are 
treated. Residual stresses and sur­
face treatments are also included. 
The book has 497 pages of text, plus 
394 references, plus a comprehensive 
subject index.
Mr. Osgood was born in Ellsworth 
and received the bachelor's degree 
from the University of Maine, me­
chanical engineering, in 1938 and 
the M. S. in 1943 In 1951 he obtained 
the M. S. degree in metallurgy from 
the University of Pennsylvania He 
has been engaged by the Maine Cen­
tral Railroad, the University of Maine, 
the Boston Naval Shipyard, the Un­
iversity of Vermont, and the Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania. He is presently 
with the Radio Corporation of America 
as a member of the Technical Advi­
sory staff of the Astro-Electronics 
Division.
Eldred H Hough
Dean, College of Technology, UMO
LETTERS
A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT
Dear Mr Libby,
Our son, Scott Gregory has just 
finished his first year of college (and 
such an important year in anyone's 
life1). His mother and I couldn't be 
more grateful to you for the supremely 
high quality academic and social at­
mosphere you have created for your 
students.
Concerned parents all over the 
country are praying for the right col­
lege placement of their sons and 
daughters. In years past it seems to 
have been pretty much a matter of 
decision based on academic programs 
and such but as you so well know the 
decision is much more complex now.
Scott is a living chamber of com- 
merce for the University of Maine. 
He is happy, fulfilled and visibly con­
cerned and interested in so many 
fine areas. Obviously we give him 
much of the credit but you and your 
school deserve a very strong second 
place ribbon!
You have our most sincere grat­
itude.
Yours very truly,
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Gregory
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ALUMNI 
NEWS
NEW GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION OF 
DISTINGUISHED MAINE PROFESSOR
At the request of the General Alum­
ni Association a committee was ap­
pointed this winter by President Win­
throp C. Libby '32 to develop a set 
of guidelines for selecting the pro­
fessor to be honored with the Distin­
guished Maine Professor Award. These 
guidelines, which included a new 
nomination procedure, the formation 
of a selection committee, and a set of 
criteria, were approved at the Febru­
ary meeting of the Alumni Council.
At the time of student senate elec­
tions a ballot is now provided listing 
criteria for the award. Students are 
instructed to write in the name of the 
professor they deem most worthy.
Then the selection committee, com­
posed of four students each from the 
five colleges (one from each class), 
who have been appointed by the 
deans of the colleges in consultation 
with the student/faculty advisory com­
mittee, reduce the number of names 
of the top vote-getters to seven per­
cent of the full-time faculty in each 
college. Professional records are then 
made available on these candidates 
and used for evaluation against the 
criteria until a majority vote is reached 
by the selection committee.
The criteria are 1) that the pro­
fessor must have taught at least three 
years at the University of Maine at 
Orono including the year of the a- 
ward, and 2) that the award be given 
for the professor's respect for, and de­
votion to, education and his students; 
for the professor's teaching effective­
ness; and for his professional and 
scholarly accomplishments.
YOUNG ALUMNA 
FINDS HEROIN CACHE
On April 5, 22-year-old Lynn Pel­
letier '70, a customs agent at Port 
Newark since last July, discovered 96 
pounds of pure heroin in a Volks­
wagen camper bus being shipped 
from France to the United States. She 
was given a special service award by 
the Commissioner of Customs at the 
New York Customs House. A federal 
grand jury indicted a 48-year-old Par­
isian on charges of smuggling the 
heroin into the United States.
Being a customs agent is usually a 
man's job. Miss Pelletier is among the 
first female customs agents to be em­
ployed at Port Newark, where only 
about one in 50 is a woman.
A major in anthropology at UMO, 
Miss Pelletier enjoys working with 
people and feels that her education 
gave her an excellent background 
for her work, which she describes as 
"people-oriented." Her only other un­
usual find on the job was a boa con­
strictor on a girl leaving the United 
States.
FIRST WOMAN PRESIDENT
At the April 3rd meeting of the 
North Shore Alumni Association Mrs. 
Chester (Marian Davis) Cooper '32 
was elected president, the first woman 
president of a University of Maine 
alumni association.
Attending the University of Maine 
was a tradition for the ladies in Mrs. 
Cooper's family: her mother, Mary 
(Knight) Davis, and her mother's twin 
sister, Martha (Knight) Anderson, were 
in the class of 1909, and her own
GAA officers newly elected: Mrs. Edith (Talbot ’32) Ness, second 
vice president; Albeit M. Parker ’28, president; Ralph L. Hodgkins, Jr. 
59, vice president; Mrs. Mildred (Simpson ’62) Stewart, clerk; Herbert 
4. Leonard ’39, treasurer.
Paul J. Dowe ’48, president of the Auburn-Lewiston Association, 
presents a color TV to President and Mrs. Winthrop C. Libby 32 
from the members at a joint meeting with the Androscoggin Valley 
Alumnae on April 28.
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Myron W. Zimmerman ’50 teceives Block “M” Award from Piesident Kenneth Woodbury ’23
sister, Helen (Davis) Sublett, was in 
the class of 1 937.
Marion Cooper has held many pos­
itions of leadership, beginning with 
the presidency of Delta Delta Delta 
sorority during her senior year at 
Maine. A teacher before her marriage, 
she became president of the Chicopee 
(Mass.) PTA before returning to teach­
ing when her children were older. 
She then became director of District 
7 of the Massachusetts Congress of 
Parents and Teachers. Later she be­
came president of the Ashland 
Teachers Association, and from 1969 
to 1971 she has been president of the 
Wenham Teachers Association.
Looking towards the coming year, 
Mrs. Cooper said, “In becoming pres­
ident of the Alumni Association, my 
main hope is that we will be able to 
arouse a deeper interest in the fel­
lowship of the North Shore residents 
who share the experience and bonds 
of Maine college days."
NEWEST ALUMNI ELECT OFFICERS
The Class of 1971 elected new of­
ficers on Class Day, June 2: Dennis 
Hogan, president; Paul Michaud, vice 
president; Rebecca Clifford, secretary; 
and Cynthia (Miller) Russell, treasurer.
NOMINATIONS REQUESTED
Nominations are now being re­
ceived by GAA President Albert M. 
Parker '28 at the Alumni Center for 
Black Bear Awards and for the Alumni 
Career Award.
The purpose of the Black Bear 
Award is the recognition and appreci­
ation of outstanding service promot­
ing university spirit. The award bears 
the legend, "for devotion and loyalty 
to the high traditions of the Universsity 
of Maine/7
The Career Award is given to an 
alumnus who has revealed the quality 
of the educational excellence of the 
University of Maine at Orono by his 
or her outstanding record in profes­
sional, business, civic or other public 
service.
Recipients will be honored at Home- 
coming, October 16.
LOCAL ASSOCIATION 
NEWS
April 15, CHICAGO. Twenty Chicago 
area alumni met at the Wilmette 
home of Ken and Barbara Seaman. 
After a buffet dinner Dr. Charles 
Major of the Orono faculty showed 
slides and told about the university 
as it is today and its plans for the 
future. Those within hearing dis­
tance of Ken Vaughn '21 enjoyed 
his anecdotes of Maine as it used to 
be. Ken attended his 50th reunion 
this year. He has been a faithful at­
tendant at all Chicago area alumni 
meetings.
April 27, SOUTHERN PENOBSCOT 
VALLEY. Three one hundred dollar 
scholarships were presented to 
UMO. Established in 1957 and sup­
ported through their annual Christ­
mas auction, this scholarship is 
awarded to deserving students re­
siding in Penobscot County.
May 13, NORTHERN KENNEBEC VAL­
LEY. Mary Beth Peil, lyric soprano, 
Fraser Paper, Ltd., Affiliate Artist 
at UMO, presented a program of 
music.
May 14, PHOENIX, ARIZ. Potluck sup­
per, with 25 in attendance.
May 15, BLACK BEARS OF RHODE IS­
LAND. ROTC Colonel George E. Fell 
and GAA President and Mrs. Ken­
neth F. Woodbury '23, guests. My­
ron W. Zimmerman '50 was pre­
sented a Block "M" Award.
May 19, ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY 
ALUMNAE. The annual $100 schol­
arship was presented to Miss Larene 
Guerin, a junior music major from 
Auburn. Supported through annual 
dues and the sale of University of 
Maine napkins, the scholarship is 
awarded annually to a deserving 
young lady from Androscoggin 
County.
June 25, WALDO COUNTY. Early sum­
mer dinner meeting, Lobster Pound 
Restaurant, Lincolnville Beach. 
Speaker, Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson 
'53, Chairman, Department of Plant 
and Soil Sciences, UMO. Karl Mac­
Donald '07 of Belfast was the spec­
ial guest of the newly re-activated 
group.
September 11, NORTHERN OHIO. An­
nual lobster cookout at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy '51 Gillis in West­
lake. Announcements with further 
details will be mailed to all alumni 
in the area.
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CAREY - LINGLEY MEMORIAL
The dedication of the Carey-Lingley 
Memorial on May 6, 1971, as part of 
the Annual ROTC Review and Awards 
Ceremony, marked the enduring in­
terest of a devoted group of alumni 
of the University of Maine at Orono 
in the purposes and program of the 
First Maine Cadet Brigade of the Re­
serve Officer Training Corps. The pro­
ject originated as a plan conceived by 
Alfred B. Lingley '20 of Cranston, R. I., 
to honor the late Henry T. Carey '22 
for his life-long interest in the Armed 
Forces and the University of Maine. 
Friends of Mr. Lingley made additional 
contributions to the project to honor 
Mr. Lingley for his devotion to the 
same ideals. Myron W. Zimmerman 
'50 and the current members of the 
Black Bear Club of Rhode Island were
rumentai in bringing the campaign 
this memorial project to a success­
conclusion.
The four-part memorial included 
? presentation to the Cadet Brigade 
a full set of United States ceremon-
al flags, portraits of Mr. Carey and 
f Mr. Lingley, commemorative bronze 
laques to be displayed with the 
ortraits, and the redecoration of the 
ffice of the Commanding Officer.
Henry T. Carey, who died on Octo- 
er 28, 1969, was the son of a Lieu- 
jnant Colonel in the Coast Artillery 
orps. During World War I he had 
een commissioned a Second Lieu- 
enant in the Coast Artillery Corps at 
:ortress Monroe, Norfolk, Va. He was 
a business leader in Jersey, where he 
lad served as president of the Boys 
Jub. He had maintained summer res- 
dences in Camden and in Portland, 
Aaine, where he was born on April 
I, 1898. Mr. Carey was a member of 
he Council and served as president 
•f the General Alumni Association 
rom 1957 to 1959 and as president 
•f the New York City Al umni. Al- 
nough remaining in the background, 
e had a record of liberal backing of 
university programs. He was associa­
ted with and supported Mr. Lingley 
in many of his university endeavors. 
They had been close personal friends 
since serving together in the Cadet 
Corps of Portland High School.
Alfred B. Lingley served as a mem­
ber of the Alumni Council beginning 
in 1941 and was elected president 
of the General Alumni Association 
for 1949 to 1951. While he was pres­
ident, the Black Bear Awards and 
the Alumni Silver Sabre Awards were 
established. Subsequently given a 
Black Bear Award and later the Alum­
ni Association's highest award, the 
Alumni Service Emblem Award, he 
was the first alumnus to be honored 
with both awards. He was president 
of the Rhode Island Alumni Associa­
tion and a founder and the first presi­
dent of the Black Bear Club of Rhode 
Island, the forerunner of other similar 
clubs in Portland and Boston. He was 
active in establishing the Pershing 
Rifles. Rhode Island exceeded its 
quotas when he was chairman of the 
campaigns in support of the alumni 
gymnasium, the library, and the Mem­
orial Union. Chairman of the commit­
tee which established the Benjamin 
F. Kent Scholarship, he is also the 
donor of a scholarship established in 
1952. Sailing as a sport was brought 
to Maine when he spearheaded a 
campaign to provide dinghies. He 
was chairman of the committee which 
established the university carillon, 
now in Alumni Hall, in honor of Rear 
Admiral Frank W. Fenno. He was the 
Rhode Island chairman for the drive 
which raised $25,000 for scholarships 
for children of the men who perished 
on the U.S.S. Thresher. A Seaman 
Second Class in World War I, he was 
awarded in 1966 the U.S. Navy Mer­
itorious Public Service Citation "for 
his many major contributions to the 
United States Navy in the New Eng­
land area."
Col. George E. Fell, professor of military science, 
SGM Ervin Salley, D. Robert Bunt (son-in-law of 
Mr. Carey), and Alfred B. Lingley ’20 view the 
portrait of Henry T. Carey ’22 at the dedication 
ceremony.
Alfred B. Lingley ’20 and D. Robert Burtt look 
on while Col. Geoige E. Fell unveils the plaque 
in memory of Henry T. Carey ’22.
Cadets parade the full set of United States cere­
monial flags during the ROTC Review.
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SPORTS
During Reunion Weekend alumni tour new swimming pool, due to open late summer.
1970-71 SPORTS ROUNDUP
The 1970-71 college year was an 
eventful one for the intercollegiate 
athletic and allied (physical education, 
recreation) programs at the University 
of Maine's Orono campus.
The varsity sports team had im­
proved records over the year before, 
outstanding freshman athletes became 
eligible for the first time to participate 
on varsity squads except in basket­
ball and football, and the new swim­
ming, wrestling, and gymnastics facil­
ities neared completion.
In addition, University Trustees ap­
proved the concept of an athletic 
scholarship program based on the 
student's computed financial need. It 
was further stipulated that such a pro­
gram would have to be financed by 
alumni and friends of the University's 
athletic program. The Graduate M 
Club is currently considering methods 
of raising income for this purpose.
Six of the varsity teams had winning 
seasons and while no Yankee Confer­
ence championships were claimed, 
four State Series titles were won in soc­
cer, basketball, baseball, and golf. 
The rifle team finished second in the 
annual New England tournament.
The varsity golf team paced the 
field with a 16-3-1 record, followed 
by baseball (16-12), soccer (7-2-3), 
rifle (9-3), spring track (3-0) and win­
ter track (4-1). Other dual records 
were: cross country, 2-5; football, 3-5; 
basketball, 8-16; wrestling, 2-6-1; and 
tennis, 2-6.
Individually, one UMO athlete, gol­
fer Don Morse, qualified for the na­
tional NCAA tournament.
Athletic Director Hal Westerman re­
ceived recognition for his leadership 
in intercollegiate athletics by being 
named chairman of the Yankee Con­
ference, as well as being selected as 
a director of the New England College 
Athletic Conference and a member of 
the Eastern College Athletic Confer­
ence's Executive Committee.
Head Trainer, Wesley D. Jordan, 
received national recognition by being 
selected to serve as trainer for the 
United States team in the Pan Ameri­
can Games which will take place this 
summer in Colombia, South America.
Nearly all of Maine's head coaches 
were active during the year in various 
service contributions to the state, ser­
ving as speakers at high school and 
community youth banquets, conduct­
ing clinics and taking active roles in 
regional and national coaches' associ­
ations.
A late-breaking development which 
will have considerable influence on 
Maine's athletic fortunes was the an­
nouncement by President Winthrop C. 
Libby in late May that the presidents 
of the Yankee Conference schools had 
extended invitations to Holy Cross Col­
lege and Boston University to become 
members of the league. Both accepted 
and will become active playing mem­
bers in all sports as soon as workable 
schedules can be adopted by the 
Athletic Directors. The Yankee Confer­
ence was established in 1947 and has 
consisted of the six New England state 
universities until this time. Maine al­
umni groups in eastern and central 
Massachusetts should enjoy seeing 
more of Maine's teams as they travel 
to Boston and Worcester to take on 
new scheduling commitments.
Report by Roger C Castle 21, GAA representative, 
Intercollegiate Athletic Advisory Council
«
THE LIBRARY WANTS
For Special Collections:
Wartime letters—World War I, II, Ko­
rean War, Vietnam War. (We have 
no letters in our collection from any­
one serving in these wars.)
Any such items would be valuable for 
study and research, several letters 
from the same person particularly so. 
And if letters from and to a service­
man are available these would be 
even more valuable.
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orrest Kingsbury ’ll finds luncheon to his taste!
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Candid shots by Steve Muskie ’71
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Southern Penobscot Alumnae tea, past president "Bet­
ty” Gilmore ’60 pouring, provides a welcome break.
Libby gives 50-year certifi- 
e to Fred Tingley, Paul Tapley next 
line.
\ •
GAA Assistant Wayne Cote 
nior Skull Paul Michaud ’71 
Rogers '96 to the podium.
’71 and Se- 
escort Lore
f ■
Retiring Professor and Mrs. Albert D. 
Nutting ’27 stand to be recognized.
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oe McCusker 17 leads the Maine Band Song, Howard Bowen ’24 
stily joining in.
"Don” Henderson ’31 and 
"Ed” Webster ’36 talk 
over old times.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Wakefield ’36 
admire a Model A Ford Coupe.
ALUMNI IN ACTION...
UMO Local Alumni Associations
Maine
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY ALUMNAE 
Mrs. Richard F. Bastow '57, president
Mrs. Jerome K. Snell, Jr. '66, vice president 
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
D. James Daigle '57, president
John D Findlen '51, vice president
AUBURN-LEWISTON
Paul J. Dowe '48, president
Louis C. Talarico, Jr. '66, vice president
CUMBERLAND COUNTY
Kenneth Wright '43, president
Guilbert R Little '26, vice president 
HANCOCK COUNTY
Foster Blake '22, president
Daniel W. Torrey '27, vice president
KNOX COUNTY
John L. Hill '50, president
Priscilla Noddin '32, secretary
MERRYMEETING BAY
L. Dewey Chase '64, president
Richard J. Largay '51, vice president
NORTHERN KENNEBEC
Herbert Aldrich '50, president
Maurice Caron '64, vice president
OXFORD COUNTY
Oscar M. Taylor '35, president
Mrs. Alan C. Hamilton '56, secretary
PENOBSCOT VALLEY
Willard C. Farnham '60, president 
PORTLAND ALUMNAE
Mrs. Richard Duncan '65, president
Mrs. Alphege Martin '60, vice president 
SOMERSET COUNTY
William G Hepburn '42, president 
SOUTHERN KENNEBEC
John Chadwick '43, president
Wallace Hinckley '61, vice president 
SOUTHERN PENOBSCOT ALUMNAE 
Josephine Profita '38, president
Mrs John E. Coney, Jr '63, first vice pres­
ident
Mrs Marshall Strout '55, second vice pres­
ident . v
WALDO COUNTY
Kenneth Field '27, president
Herbert Osgood '55, vice president
YORK COUNTY-
William H. Dorrity '57, president 
Eldridge Woods 36, vice president
California
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
George R. Ladner '26, president
Colorado
DENVER
Philip L. Craig '49, president
Donald E Crossland 45, vice president
Connecticut
NORTHERN CONNECTICUT
Mark R Shibles, Jr '60, president
Robert T Munson '59, first vice president
Mrs Robert W. Gardiner '60 second vice 
president
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT
Raymond Kelley '57, president
Harry R Mayers '30, vice president
Delaware
WILMINGTON
Talbot Crane '43, president
Mrs Joseph Bogard '59, vice president
Washington, D.C.
WASHINGTON
Donald V Taverner '43, president
John W Roche 32, Paul S Carter 49, Llew 
ellyn E Rose '52, Judith M Lombard '66, 
vice presidents
Florida
ST PETERSBURG
Freeman G. Webb '33, president
Arnold Buschena, Jr '50, vice president 
SARASOTA
Nelson Smith '11, president
Illinois
CHICAGO
Kenneth W. Seaman '50, president
Maryland
BALTIMORE
A Russell Wing '60, president
Mrs lerdell McMullen Ward '37, secretary
Massachusetts
GREATER BOSTON
Raymond R. Couture '51, president
Mrs John R Furman '38, Franklin Pearce 
'30, Floyd Brown '50, vice presidents 
CAPE COD
Thomas J Desmond '33, president
H. Richard FitzMorris '29, vice president
CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS
Richard Nevers '56, president
Mrs. Harold L Chapman /50, secretary 
NORTH SHORE
Mrs. Chester Cooper '32, president
John M Hardy '56, vice president
Southeastern Massachusetts & 
Rhode Island
Howard C Barber '45, president
Mrs William Betts '49, secretary-treasurer
New Jersey
PRINCETON
Frank W. Haines, Jr '48, president
Arthur Hart, Jr, 62, Mrs Richard Good­
enough 62, vice presidents
New York
CENTRAL NEW YORK
Mr and Mrs. George A Remillard '54, pres­
idents
Mr and Mrs Richard A. Faloon ‘65, vice 
presidents
FINGER LAKES
Wayne A Bonney '61, president
Harry Swanson, Jr '68, vice president
LONG ISLAND-QUEENS
Russell Bodwell '44, president
Stanley Holland '40, vice president
MANHATTAN-BROOKLYN
Dwight B Demeritt '51, vice president
Mrs Alan F Merritt '59, secretary 
ROCHESTER
Richard L McNeary '65, president
John Boomer '61, vice president
WESTERN NEW YORK
R Kenneth Chase, Jr. '63, president
Ohio
CLEVELAND
Edwin Manzer '51, president
Frank Kilbourne '59, vice president
• •
Pennsylvania
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
T Russell Woolley '41, president
Howard Small '50, vice president
Vermont z
VERMONT
Vance Norton '51, president
David Knudsen '51, vice president
Homecoming
Come on back to Orono. Homecoming is great fun. 
Maine vs. University of Connecticut - October 16
